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PREFACB

IDBOLOGICAL POSTURING POSED AS TRUTH? OR TRUTH?

We have one sure truth, and that is the quest for tmth in the minds of men. Why should we trouble
ourselves to leam whether the sun goes around the earth or vice versa'/ Knowing about this makes not one
penny's difference to any one of us. Notwithstanding, we all pursue such incessant quests, impelled by an
instinct which tells us that truth is desirable and should be followed.

Richard Wurmbrand, Victorious Faithr

This treatise has been a lifetime in the making. In my baptism, God set His seal upon

me, declaring me to be His own. I have been nuftured in that wonderful promise, and to

this day I believe-though I shamefully confess there are times when i am besieged by

doubts from every side. For this reason, the words spoken by one man towards Jesus in

the book of Mark hold special significance for me: "l do believe; help me overcome my

unbelief'! (Mark 9:24)" I leel that my trust in Gocl is littered with bouts of paranoia.' I do

want to be more confident. I do want to be more certain. I do want to experience more

of Him. Sometimes I leel as if doubting Thomas has nothing on me. I realize that in the

eyes of many, what I have just said will readily explain much of what follows.

Without a doubt, there are those who would say this simple, weak faith I possess is

something I have created. Perhaps they may see in my situation one similar to an

adopted child who holds onto hope conceming tl-reir real, biological parents. Even

though they have never seen or met them, they believe those parents would love them

more, do more fun stuff with them, let them be nrore h'ee, etc., than the non-biological

parents who adopted thern. There are those who would say that I believe what I believe

I Wurmbrandt, Richard, "A Quest for Truth", The Voice of the Martyrs June 200 I : 10, I I

2 Though in many ways synonymous with the word "faith", the word "trust" conjures up a more
personal, intimate relation with God in my mind. Also, taking into consideration the way both tlust and
faith are commonly understood today, I believe trust gets more at the sense of what the Bible means wher"r
it talks about believing in God. It is an act that involves placing one's whole being into another's hands.
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what I believe because it helps me to get through the challenges of life. Life is difficult,

they would say, and I, like so many religiously oriented and "God-gene" endowed people

throughout the ages, have grabbed hold of a convenient, custom-made-for-horno supiens

crutch to get me through this dark night called life. Merely a gene-driven machine

seeking survival, I cling to false yet deeply meaningful concepts and convictions that my

brain has convinced me bring true hope and direction in life. Those in the third world

might by necessity embrace other survival strategies, but for me who possesses all of

Maslow's hierarchy of needs and more, perhaps it is only natural for me to embrace such

a mindset. This, so these certain folks say, is the real truth. Science says so.

They are wrong. They are so very wrong. And from as far back as I can remember, I

admit that I have wanted to prove it to them. . .perhaps for myself as much as them. As I

have been instructed in the Christian faith, I have never had much patience with those

who teach a just-believe-it-and-don't-ask-questions approach. I have never had the time,

nor do I believe I should have the time for such a mentality-for I am convinced that is

truly a nonsensical way of doing things. IlGod told His people to love Him with their

whole mind, we ought to take it seriously. Therefore, I feel there is no harm in my desire

to recklessly pursue what is true. Admittedly, at times I have done this with all the lalse

notions of being totally objective encouraging ffio, giving wind to my sails. And often, in

such moments, I have thought thoughts like these: "I want the truth, however disturbing

it may be! Let's strip away all the props and have at it! Just what are the cold, bare lacts

we have about history, science, and human nature? Let the false ideas and concepts

come, because they must die, so long as truth itself is pursued. Regardless of what some

fools think or say, truth is not pliable and we are not above it. Rather, it is something one
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must acknowledge, submit to, and ultimately bow before . Lay the cards of reality on the

table! Let them fall as they may! Because I am convinced that this quest for truth

ultimately ends up being a Person!" Though I am certainly not objective, I believe those

emotional thoughts are quite warranted. The search for truth is a holy one. These days, I

no longer hold out for absolute intellectual certainty or one hundred percent proof 3, but I

do believe and claim that the evidence for Christianity is sufficient for a truly reasonable

human being. This is not a case of begging the question without evidence, because in

God's eyes the evidence people suppress is simply irrefutable, and as such, unbelief is

inexcusable. It is certainly true, as Jesus Christ is the King of Kings and Lord of Lords,

He is the Crutch of Crutches. But He is the True Crutch. And though all means within a

person's power may be hurled against Him, they cannot drown out His call to their

heart-that call which bids them, "Come, for everything is ready" (Matthew 22:4).

Again, there are some that would say such words betray me. Although, this time, it

would not simply be the skeptical atheist or agnostic that would say that I'm grasping for

straws-creating something to occupy the void of uncertainly and disorder I feel I must

fill. This time fellow religious believers, even fellow Christians, would say that by

making such assertions I'm simply reaching for another crutch to build a kind of

foundation that I cannot have. "Do not mix faith and reason" they might say. "What you

want to do you simply will do because you want it badly enough. You, my friend, are far

from objective."

' It can be proven in a sense. In the same way today that eyewitness testimony and the facts sunounding
any legal case-demand a verdict, so does the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. And finally, in the

eyes ofthe Judge, there is only one reasonable answer.
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Indeed, it is true that I am not objective. Nor can any of us truly be. Yet such

comments about faith and reason are false because what Christians feel subjectively can

bebacked up objectively. A life of faith does not consist of ablind leap into mid-air, but

is established on a firm foundation of objective, powerful evidence that demands a

verdict on the ultimate fact upon which Christianity is built-God Hiniself in the flesh

Jesus Christ.4 God has made Hirnself known in history, and His footprints cannot be

safely denied. "Come and see" (John 1:46), His disciple says.

Three statements are in order. First, much of what follows has not taken place so

much in the workshop of real life, as it has in "my own little world", as a friend of mine

likes to say. Because of this, it is sure to be found wanting. Yet I pray God would be

most merciful to me for living in my head, which I'm certain frequently results in my

lack of child-like wonder and eagerness to do the "good works that God prepared in

advance for [me] to do" (Ephesians 2:10). May all of our hearts be enlarged, so that we

may run the way of His commands more fully! Second, I affirm that though this

evidence may confirm, commend, and encourage my flaith, it did not bring me to faith,

nor can it force or by itself bring anyone else to trust the Lord. lt is God's Holy Spirit

alone, who at times uses such evidence as His tools, that brings all to trust in the Lord

Jesus Christ and the reconciliation that is found in Him. And third, certainty and heart-

centered confidence is purely a gift of the Spirit that follows a saving faith relationship

with Jesus Christ. It is never obtained by trusting in anything other than the wonderful

o As one who has believed in Christ and examined the evidence surrounding Him. I now think that the
evidence, in a sense, spurs me to believe, and not only because it is what I want to be true. I think that if I
had grown up as a Mormon and examined the evidence fol that faith, I would no longer be a Mormon. A
skeptical attitude towards the faith one is taught is nothing to be feared when it comes to Chlistianity. Let
the Thomases come forward with their questions and not fear. When one is asking honest questions. one is
showing evidence of true faith. They are certainly not indifferent or uninterested in the truth.



Person of Jesus Christ and His word. These three facts are absolutely foundational in

understanding the work that follows.
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CHAPTER I

EMBRACING THB FAITH HOLISTICALLY..AN INTRODUCTION
TO THE CRUCIAL NATURB OF APOLOGETICS

It seems to me quite disastrous that the idea should have got about that Christianity is an otherworldly,
unreal, idealistic kind of religion....On the contrary, it is fiercely and even harshly realistic.

Dorothy Sayers, Christian Letters to a Post-Christian Worldl

The truth of Christianity is that it is true to what is there
Francis Schaeffer, He is There and He is Not Silent2

The man named Jesus Christ was on a passionate mission of the hear-t. When

scanning the pages of the gospels, one will see that the phenomenon some Christians

refer to as a "heart for the lost" cannot be missed. Powerful emotions and a great sense

of conviction pervade page after page. One can almost hear the tenor in His voice in

some of the following passages: "l came to seek and save the lost" (Luke l9:10).3 And:

"O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you who kill the prophets and stone those sent to you, how

often I have longed to gather yor"rr children together, as a hen gathers her chicks under her

wings, but you were not willing" (Matthew 23:37). Again: "I tell you there is rejoicing

in the presence of the angels of God over one sinner who repents" (Luke l5:10). And

hear the disciple describe His actions, for anyone who truly wants to understand a person

does not simply listen to them, but watches what they do.

"Jesus went through all the towns and villages, teaching in their
synagogues, preaching the good news of the kingdom and healing every
disease and sickness. When he saw the crowds, he had compassion on

them, because they were harassed and helpless, like sheep without a

shepherd" (Matthew 9:35,36).

' Susun Schaeffer Macaulay, How to Be Your Own Selfish Pie (Chariot Books, 1982) 3 I

2 Macaulay 30.

3 Rll gible texts are from the NIV translation unless noted otherwise.
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As those who are to love their neighbors as themselves, Christians are called to the same

mission. And yet Jesus'confident words such as the lollowing olten errrit'e all too

painfully to the ears of those who frequently and sincerely pray "give us this day our

daily bread":

"Myfood...is to do the will of him who sent me and to finish his work.
Do you not say, 'Four months more and then the harvest'? I tell you, open

your eyes ancl look at the Jields ! They are ripe for harvest. Even now the

reaper draws his wages, even now he harvests the crop for eternal life, so

that the sower and the reaper may be glad together" (italics author's, John

4:35,36).

Many who follow Christ know that such passion is all too often absent in their lives. In

their better moments however, they long to faithfully proclaim His message from the

mountaintops! Would anybeliever object to such arl assessment? In all likelihood, no.

Then why the hesitation to share the good news even when such joy is prorrisecl?

The answer "sin" is undoubtedly correct, but all too painless in its simplicity. The

brief answer "sin" islazy, unbefitting of those who are "a people belonging to God, that

[they] may declare the praises of him who called [them] out of the darkness into his

wonderful light" (I Peter 2:9). Therefore, all reasons for hesitation ought to be

identified... and courageously fought against! Undoubtedly, the issues surrounding why

Christians do not share their faith are many.o Nevertheless, the author believes that a

large part of the problem stems from the fact that many are never led to vigorously

a For example, people fear personal rejection, fear not being able to answer objections. have feelings of
unworthiness (perhaps because of sin in one's life or a sense that one has trot experienced Cod in a

convincing enough way tb warrant sharing His uressage oflove to others), develop a genelal apathy that

resultsafteryearsofnotapplyingwhattheyknowandbelievetobetrr.retotheirlif'e,etc. Also,perliaps
they fear what people will think of a simple Gospel message such as "God loves you and died for your
sins". In this case, Paul's thought about not being ashamed of the Gospel comes to the forefront. Even if
one rejects God's message, it surely would not be bad if they are given the chance to think about itl A
Clu'istian should want people to think about itl
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embrace the faith holistically-essentially meaning that they are never led to understand

the differing concepts of "blind faith", and "faith based on fact".5 As a result, they are

not sure what makes their beliefs any different from another person who does not

embrace the Christian faith. This was part of the author's struggle when he was in high

school. He rightly felt that one of the clear implications of loving God and one's

neighbor was that he should share the message of Jesus Christ with all people so that they

might believe in Him and avoid eternal judgment (see John 3: 16- 1 8). Yet when

encountering other's different beliefs, he'd ask, "What makes my faith any more true than

someone else's? Why is it more certain? Do they simply express their faith diflerently

though we serve the same God? Then why should I share niy laith in Jesus Christ il'we

all worship the same God?"6 Several months later, he finally began to receive answers to

those questions through Christian groups and books in college.

Recently, when questioned about how he felt about Christian apologetics, a pastor

asked the author to define it. He said, "Defending the faitli". "l am more into

proclaiming it", the pastor replied. His words are truly wise. One who knows Jesus

Christ can set out knowing that the word of God itself is power! And no one is ever

"reasoned into the Kingdom", meaning that they apprehend the Christian laith by their

5 It is based on evidence that can and must be deemed reliable and trustworthy on the basis o1'

probabilities. One cannot prove beyond a shadow ofa doubt or with one hundred percent certainty, that
Christianity is true, though it can be proved beyond a reasonable doubt. In other words, the evidence
strongly points to the conclusion that Christianity is more likely true than not, and this is essential to the

claim that the message actually demands assent and trust though it does not actually compel or fbrce it

u When attending a large Lutheran Youth Gathering in 1992, these questions were in the forefront of the

author's mind. He hoped that some speakers or workshops would address these questions, but nobody did.
The author remembers hearing a former Buddhist woman speak about her conversion to Christianity, and
rather than rejoicing with her, the author had several skeptical, even septic, questions: "What makes her
'Christian experience' any more valuable than her Buddhist experience? Is this merely wish-fulfillment?
Are Buddhists really that bad? Could it be Christianity was only appealing to her because of the liberation
it offered from an oppressive culture?"
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intellectualpower alone, apart lrom the work of God's Holy Spirit. Strictly speaking,

evangelism deals with proclaiming and explainir-rg the Gospel message in a language and

way the particular people will understand so that people might be saved. The discipline

of apologetics deals with defending the truthfulness of the Gospel when objections or

challenges to the faith are raised. Though both evangelism and apologetics are

indispensable in the total act of one's witness, there can be no question as to which one is

primary.T One seminary professor likes to say "a Christian should never set out to 'do

apologetics' but rather preach the Gospel"8. The Lutheran theologi anFranz Peiper

comments on why this is so,

The man in whom the Law of God has wrought contritio has lost all
interest in rational and philosophical proofs, because he is crushed and
"knocked into a heap." And when the Gospel has wrought faith in the
Savior of sinners in him, he rejoices in the saving divine truth and does not
ask to have this truth demonstrated to him scientifically. That is the
meaning of the axiom: "The best apology of the Christian religion is its
proclamation."')

And yet, just what is the believer to do when the words that follow the good news of the

Gospel message are: "Well, I object!" What answer can be given?

More precisely, the question is: "What answer must be given?" The Apostle Peter, in

I Peter 3: l5,l6a states: "Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks

you to give the reason for the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness and

respect, keeping a clear conscience...". From this passage, several important things can

7 The word "witness" should be understood first as a noun, then as a verb. A Christian is simply either
a good or bad witness in, their word, deed, and very being.

t Dr. Gle* Zweck. tutor at Westfield House in Cambridge. England, l.ecture. Fall 1999.

nFraruPeiper,ChristianDosmatics.vol. I (St. Louis,MO: ConcordraPubhshrngllouse, 195 l) 109.
At some point however, the believer may wonder if there are reasons to believe, and whether', lor example,
Christianity and science are truly at odds.
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be seen. First, followers of Christ are commanded to be ready to give an answer, or

defense (the word answer, or defense, is "apologia" in the Greek, hence "apologetics"), to

everyone for the reason for their hope. Second, they are to do this with gentleness and

respect. This treatise aims to address both issues. For now though, only the first part of

this Scripture will be considered. Just what should Christians say to someone who shows

an interest in their faith in Jesus Christ? What reason for their hope should they give?

Should they respond by saying, "Because the Bible says so", or perhaps, "Jesus loves me

this I know, for the Bible tells me so"?10 Or should they answer, as the old hymn says,

because "He lives within my heart?" If this is the case, is there any sense in whicli

Christianity is different from other religions that claim similar experiences?rr And what

should a Christian do if at that moment they cannot honestly say, "l feel He's here"? Is

the Christian faith based on anything more solid than our own personal thoughts arrd

feelings?

Indeed, unlike other religious faiths, Christianity lays a convincing claim to the realm

of the objective, or the factual world as experienced by people thror"rghout history, as well

as the subjective, or the personal experiences of the each believer. To the person who

says "I don't believe the Bible is true" or "I believe that the Bible is a book of legends

and myths irrelevant in a scientific age", the believer can give an answer. To the person

who asks the questions, "Is Christianity rational? Is there a God? Is Christ God? Did

'o Or, so not to confuse the formal and matelial principle, "Jesus loves nre and gives me the confidence

that the Bible is God's trpe word."

rl "Abraham Maslow demonstrates that the religious or 'peak' experiences reported by practitioners of
all religions and even by atheists and agnostics are essentially the same. How then can such experiences be

considered an adequate belief in anything?" Abraham H. Maslow, Religions. Values, and Peak-
Experienses (publisher and date unavailable) 21,26,54-56, quoted in Dennis McCallum, Christianity: The
Faith That Makes Sense (Wheaton, IL: Tyndale House Publishers, 1992) 14.
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Christ rise lrom the dead?", good answers can be given as well.'' An intelligent,

definitive answer can even be given to the one who says, "Well, that is true lor you. [t's

not true for me."ll Far from being some otherworldly religion out of touch witli reality

and actual historical fact, the roots of the Christian faith can be rigorouslyexamined!

Unforlunately, many Christians are unaware that Christianity is essentially the only world

religion that is, in fact, defensible!la This being the case, often when a Christian has a

chance to talk with a skeptic, the situation where a bad argument beats no argument

occurs. Sadly, most seminaries do not offer much support in this important area. Noted

Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod pastor Don Matzat writes,

In the past, the study of apologetics, or how to delend the Christian flaith,
was an integral parl of theological education. But in the modern world,
with the rise of science, apologetics has fallen on hard times. Christian
theologians generally felt that the evidence for Christianity would not
stand up against scientific investigation. The unbelievirrg rationalist with
his scientific "what's the data" mentality could not be persuaded.l5

'' And on a one-to-one level we can start where the people are. When a person says, "lt doesn't matter
what Bible verse you quote because I don't believe that it's true", a good first questior.r might be, "Why
don't you believe the Bible speaks the truth?" Depending on their answer to this question, one can proceed
in the appropriate fashion.

r3 Or perhaps better yet, more questions: "What do you think about the matter of truth? Is the quest for it
misguided? Is life only a never-ending quest for truth? Is it absolutely tme that there is no absolute truth'/ Is
saying that intolerant, ol does it just sound suspicious to you? Is logic really only a Western idea'/ Does it
really matter what we believe?"

'o Other world religions are nothing like Christianity when it comes to firmly placing itself into the
realm of history. Again, the historical claims of Christianity can be tested, and proven to be true beyond a

reasonable doubt. According to Lutheran historian and apologist Paul Maier, "archaeology is tlie Bible's
bestfriend." BritishjournalistandhistorianPaulJohnsonconcludes,"Itisnotnowthemenoffaith,itis
the skeptics, who have reason to fear the course ofdiscovery." Paul Johnson, "A Historian Looks at Jesus,"
(a speech first presented at Dallas Theological Seminary in 1986), Sources, no. I (199 l), quoted in ChLrck
Colson and Nancy Pearson, How Now Shall We Live? (Wheaton, IL: Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.,
1999)218. On the other hand, not one shred of historical evidence exists to back up the claims ot'the lSook
of Mormon. Not only is the geographical data non-existent, but archaeology is the Book olMorman's
worst enemy.

r5 Don Matzat. "Apologetics in a Postmodern Age", Issues Etc. Journal 2.5 (1997): l-15.
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Matzat also comments that in the past many concluded that in a scientific age, "it would

be improper to confront proud reason with what is perliaps our own proud reason. We

shouldn't give proud human reason'the time of day.' The idea of sin and grace humbles

proud reason."l6 At the same time however, he does point out that there were likely other

motives for these actions:

In the modern age, when sharing the Gospel with the enlightened
rationalist, the Christian may have felt somewhat insecure. Claiming that
God sent His Son into the world to suffer and die for the sins of humanity
would be a little hard for the rationalist to accept. After all, the story does
include a virgin birth, a resurrection and an ascension into heaven which,
by and large, had to be accepted on the basis of faith. The scientific mind
would respond by saying, "What's the data?"17

Rather than being courageous about the issue of data, MatzaL says "most Protestant

theologians rejected the notion of providing evidence for the truth of Christianity."rs

Others have commented that because of approaches like these, many people think that all

matters of faith exists only one's head, or that "the facts of religion are different from the

facts of living in the real, everyday world of penicillin, grocery stores, satellites, pet dogs,

and road maps" le, or that "Christianity is something akin to old-fashioned superstition

and fantasy, whereas they live in the realm of the'real world'which 'deals with reason,

evidence, and cold hard facts."'20 The author was surprised when his wife told him it was

t6 Matzat2.

17 Matzat 10.

18 Matzat 10.

le Macaulay 2l

'o Steven A. Hein, A Study in Christian Apoloeetics: You Can Give an Answer (St. Louis, MO, The
Board for Evangelism, The Lutheran Church-MO. Synod, l97S) 5.
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not until her college years when she first saw how the tirneline of the Biblicat narrative

could fit into the timeline ol'known secular history. Because ol-situatrons lrlie this, nrany

have challenged this (gnostic?)2' *uy of thinking, making statements like this:

"'Apologetics'...is critically imporlant in penetrating the skepticism of many secular

people today. This is especially true for non-believers who are in prolessions that deal

with facts and figures, such as engineering, science, joumalism, medicine, and law."ll

The author believes that when Christian apologetics is downplayed, fear is often the

likely motivation. Where apologetics is recognized and used however, there is a boldness

that embraces the holistic nature of the life experience, and the Ultimate Reality that l'aith

tenaciously clings to-the Person of Jesus Christ. This is not to say that believers will no

longer need to fight against the fear of being a witness for Jesus Christ. However,

knowing that their faith is founded on fact, that there are good reasons to believe, and tirat

they are not committing intellectual suicide are incentives that clearly should not be

denied!23

There are various approaches towards apologetics, and sorne of tire most well-known

will be mentioned here. One approach is known as "fideism", which says that the best

defense of the Christian faith is the preaching of the Gospel. And yes, this is most

2l One of the tenants of the heresy of gnosticism'"vas that truth was not accessible to everyone, but could
onlybearrivedatbyexperiential,spiritual means. Whilethereissometlutl'rinthiskindol'thinking,taken
to extremes it is very dangerous. Another quality of gnosticism is that it shunned the material world.

22 Strobel, Lee, Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry and Mar), (Grand Rapicls, MI: Zondervan
Publislring House, 1993) 43. And yet, one dare not arrogantly think that now, in oul age, there is finally
something new under the sun. There are certain truths about human nature and the human experience that

never change

t' Sr.un Schaeffer Macaulay recalls her father calmly ansr.vering her questior"rs about the Christian laith:
"If something is true, he explained, you can look at it hard, and think about it, and compale it with other
beliefs, and it will stand. It will be reliable." Macaulay 17. However, such a statement nlay uot always
"work" when one is being led by sinlul desires and not the rlind ot'Clirist.
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certainly true, at least initially.2a However, holders of this viewpoint may tend toward an

extreme that states that the truth of Christianity is only to be found in the personal

experience of faith in the believer. Rational evidences have nothing to do with the

process, and it is not a problem if any historical evidence seems to contradict and

overthrow the historical truth claims of the Gospel. In a similar vein, a Mormon

missionary tells a person to pray for a "burning in the bosom" to provide verification for

the truth of Mormonism. Since the profound amounl. of evidence that contradicts thc

Book of Morman's historical claims is not considered a problem, they practice a form of

fideism.

A second approach towards doing apologetics is known as "presuppositionalism".

This approach has its roots in a Calvinist theology, and argues that the Christian

perspective is true and requires no defense.tt It is unnecessary to defend God's word

because it is true and will always accomplish the purpose for which it is sent. It will

gather the elect, those chosen by God, and since the unbeliever's reason is darkened,

many advocates of this view say trying to provide evidence is a hopeless task. There is

indeed something to be said about the fact that God's word is true and requires no

defense! He is certainly not obligated to prove that it is true to anyone. And yet, whether

'o It is tn e, itsjust that after the person has heard the Gospel and rejected it, they may not necessarily
need to hear the Gospel again. As Lutheran apologist Steven Hein says, if one is actively disbelieving the
message, telling it to them again will likely have no positive el'fect. Steven A. Ilein, "'fhe L.rse and Abusc
of Reason", Issues Etc., Audio cassette, 28 Nov. 1999.

25 Presuppositionalist John Frame says that the Christian's argument should be transcendental, meaning,
"it should present the biblical God, not merely as the conclusion of an argument, but as the one who makes
argument possible.", in Steven B. Cowan, ed., Five Views on Apologetics (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan
Publishing House, 2000) 220. In light of Romans I : I 9,20, this is a solid Scriptural statement.
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or not one feels providing evidence is a hopeless task, there is the matter olJesus' and the

apostles' practice to deal with, as will be shown.

A third approach is known as the "evidentialist" approach, and is also used to some

extent by those who practice "classical apologetics".26 In its best fonn this parlicular

approach deliberately attempts to use reason to show the unbeliever that Christianity is

true, or more specifically and importantly, that their unbelief is unreasonable (exactly

"how" this occurs will be shown in the next chapter). Besides actively engaging a

person's rational capacities2T, accepted methods of doing scientific and historical research

(themselves derived from reason) are taken advantage of as well.28 For example, tlie

to Many evidential apologists consider themselves to be virtually identical to classical apologists with
the exception that they believe at times it may be appropriate to use histolical arguments fbr Jesus'
resurrection (which verifies His claims of divinity) with persons who doubt that God exists. Cowan 16, l7

27 Although not all evidentialists think that certainty and rational consensus are possible or desilable,
they insist that there are many epistemological similarities people hold in corrmon that can be described in
various ways. For example: sense perception, rational self-evidence, common modes of reasoning,
scientific theories, general rules and application of inference, general observations about human nature,
notions of practicality and commonsense, and labeling things as probable, possible, improbable, and
impossible. Though it may be possible for others to disrupt or distort our cognitive environments, John
Frame adds: "Argument and evidence, of course, are not the same thing. Evidence is those objective facts
in the world that warrant a conclusion. Argument is our attempt to show in words how that conclusion is
warranted by the facts. But in most of life's situations, we sinrplv drau, conclusions fl'orr the t'zrcts

themselves without formulating arguments. It is helpful to note that animals lespond to evidence, but they
do not formulate arguments." Cowan 216.

" Many argue that the existence of a Designer of the universe is an inferentially derived or even
intuitive (immediately produced) thing (see Kelly Clark in Cowan 274,215). For example, one does not
look at Mt. Rushmore and marvel at what wind and erosion can accomplish! However, accepted methods
of scientific research would include modes of thinking which do not simply leach conclusions by means ol
deduction or inference such as, "an intelligent designer made Mt. Rushmore". Accepted methods of
scientific research in general utilize inductive thinking by means of the scientific method (though all
science operates on some deductive thinking, namely that the universe has order and can be srudied) ,

which requires formulating and rigorously testing scientific hypotheses. Scientist Michael Behe (author of
Darwin's Black Box) and mathematician and philosopher Michael Dembski (author of The Design
Inference) are a couple cif the many scientists who are cunently exploring and arguing for the truth of the
"Design Hypothesis". As for historical research, Christian apologist Gary Habermas says that historical
argumentation is "the hademark of evidentialism. . .because it is often considered to be both the sfrongest,
as well as the most versatile data. Plus, it often deals directly with the Gospel." Cowan 193. On the other
hand, classical apologist William Craig wisely states, "arguments from miracles [i.e. the historical
resurrectionofChristverifyingHisdivinity] cancertainlybepartofacumulativecasefbrtheism. Butil
the arguments from natural theology alone Ii.e. the inference to and evidence lor an intelligent Designer]
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historical nanatives of the Bible are examined as one would examine any other historical

document (usually with the insistence that anti-supematural biascs be laid asrdc, but

sometimes actually accommodating them in debate!), as they are examined and tested by

regularly accepted methods of historical study.2e ln shoft, this method ultimately focuses

on examining the claims made about Jesus Christ by the eyewitnesses of the biblical

narratives, and looks to detennine whether or not the claims are true and reasonable. As

the reader niight glless, this is the primary approach advocated here. Why? The Bible

claims the revelation of God concludes in the Person of Jesus Christ, a real person who

allegedly performed many miracles, claimed to be God, lived a blameless life, was

crucified on a cross, and rose on the third day. The questions are ultirnately siniple:

"What is the data? What conclusions are best supported by the evidence? And, if this is

true, what does it mean for n-ry life?"r('

Some contend that evidentialism is har-rnted by "rationalism", and this argurnent will

be dealt with in cl-rapter four.sl However, one ol'the best questiorts to ask is, "What

suffice to warrant belief in theism, then the natural role for Christian evidences to play is not to reinforce
the case for theism, but to narrow the locus to warranting a CI.u'istian lorrn oltheisr.n." Cowan 128,

'n So-e point out that the Bible's claims are quite extraorclinaly, and that extlaordinary clainrs lcquilc
extraordiuary evidence. In fact, if one compares the evidence lor the biblical accounts with the available
evidence for other iristorical events that are taken for granted, large amounts ofevidence are indeed
available.

to Alro, there are those who advocate what they consicler a very inductive, scientific approacl.r to
apologetics. They endeavor to first show the self-authenticating nature of Scripture. Aftel showing holv the
Bible possesses knowledge it could not possibly know without Divine inspiration and how it is also
extremely accurate in historical matters, advocates olthis approach conclude that it is only reasonable to
trust the Scriptures. Therefore, Jesus Cluist shoLrld be embraced as the Savior he claims to be. Though
there are good things to be said about these points, the aLrthor believes that thele are sc\/crc dcficiencics irr

this approach, namely a lailure to take iltto accourlt the int.r'icacics oi'scliptulc's onguls.

'' The idea that "it is wrong, always and everywhere, for anyone to believe anything on insufficient
evidence" or to say that "Christian belief is unwarranted in the absence of supporting argumentation" would
be characteristics of rationalism. Kelly Clark and William Craig in Cowan 268, 174. Therefore, although a

Christian has their trust in the true Person of Jesus Christ, it does not necessarily follow that "thele is a

requirement fol people to understand and assent to tlteistic prools or evidence o1'the resulrection belitre
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approach did Jesus seem to Llse?" Jesus certainly believed tliat the Old Testanrent

Scriptures were God's message to humankind. He constantly qLroted its words and

interpreted it for people, pointing them towarcls Himself, and saying that the Scriptures

testified to Him. Jesus also reproached those who would not come to Him, pointing to

His miracles, or signs, as the clear fulfillment olthe Old Testament prophecies. Considcr

the significance of Jesus'response when John the Baptist asked Him the following

question: "Are you the one who was to come, or should we expect someone else?" He

did not say, fideistically, "Tell John to pray that he might experience the truth". He did

not say presuppositionally, "I don't need to answer that question-God says so. John

will know the answer if he is among the elect." Jesus' response was meant to comfort

John and bring hirn confidence and assurance:

Go back and report to John what you have seen and heard: The blind
receive sight, tl-re lame walk, those who have leprosy are cured, the deaf
hear, the dead are raised, and the good news is preached to the poor.
Blessed is the man who does not fall away on accout.tt ol'me (Luke
7:22,23).

Rather than simply giving a direct answer, Jesus poir-rted to the eyewitness evidence that

He was the fulfiller of the Old Testament prophecies. Jesus simply gave John the facts-

and those facts boldly proclaimed His Messiahship.

they can be rational in holding their Cluistian beliefs.", Kelly Clark in Cowan 364. At the same tinre, nrost

would undoubtedly agree that religious terrorists, for example, rely too much on passion and do not

sufficiently consider their beliefs and ways. Discernment is callecl fbr liere. 'l'o help clarily the thoughts
behind the last sentence,'it is helpful to note how philosophers usually define knowledge, "First, tu orcler

for someone to know something, they must believe it (the belieli do not need to be present to the

immediate consciousness). Second, the belief in question r.nust be true; we cannot know thir-rgs that ale
false. And third, knowledge requires that ourbeliefs be.lustified or warranted:justification separates

knowledge from mere true opinion.", Kelly Clark in Cowan 257. Therefore, accordir.rg to tliis pliilosophical
definition, knowledge is.1ustihed true belief .
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Jesus' message was never, "Just believe and don't ask questions", but He always

backed up his claims with powerful evidence. His response to "doubting" Thomas is

especially startling. Jesus' words to Thomas, "You believe because you have seen,

blessed are those who have not seen and yet believe" are often taken to mean, "Blessed

are those who believe with no evidenc e at all".32 ln fact, nothing could be further from

the truth! Thomas already had all kinds of evidence, distrusting the eyewitness testimony

of Jesus' chosen disciples. Given such a lack of cont-rdence in these eyewitness

authorities, Jesus' gracious response to Thomas' doubt is remarkable. Indeed, it seems

that when it comes to bringing people to faith, or at least encouraging a believer's weak

faith, Jesus not only provides eyewitness testimony as a trustworthy foundation, but is

even willing at times to mysteriously condescend in ways we cannot possibly

comprehend.33 Sadly, it often appears that in Christian circles, people can be far less

gracious to those learning the "ins and outs" of Christian faith. Some assert the notion

that the faith is to be graciously received and never questioned. Of course, this has the

potential to result in the kind of reasoning displayed in the following conversation,

admittedly more common in a past era:

A: What do you believe?
B: I believe what the church believes.
A: And what does the church believe?
B: They believe what I believe.

" Hein 5

33 Passages like this and those found in John 14:l-14 may have huge implications as to how Christians

are to evangelize. Though Jesus rebuked those who demanded a sign, it seems that at other times He said,

"It's OK to see in order to believe." Perhaps the Holy Spirit may not only use rational historical evidence

as His tool to bring people to faith, but blatantly supernatural evidence to accomplish this end as well.
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While not wanting to promote extreme skepticism and distrust of churchly authority, suclr

thinking would hardly seem to qualify as loving the Lord with the whole rnind. And

while the above exchange may strike some as humorous, the following shorl conversation

is far more serious:

A
B

What is faith?
Faith is believing something you know isn't true

Any approach to teaching the faith that does not seriously address or even ask ditlicult

and challenging questions will not only bore and depreciate the whole of Christian

experience, but will also not glorify God in the long run. Why? One is encouraged to

heed the insightful words of Paul Little:

Sometimes Christians question their faith and even wonder if it's true.
Doubt is a word that strikes terror to the soul and could be suppressed in
an unhealthy way. This is a parlicularly acute problem for tlrose who have

been reared in Christiar-r homes and in the Christian church. From their
earliest years they have accepted the facts of Christianity solely on the

basis of parents, friends and minister. As the educational process

develops, a reexamination of their position takes place
This is a healthy and necessary experience to bring virile l'aith into

being. It's r-rothing to lear or to be shocked about...When yolutg people
begin to question and appear to have doubts, they should be welconred
into a climate where they are free to "unload" and express their doLrbts.

Many such young people have been driven undergrouud ancl lost to the

cause o1'Christ because the adults w'ith r,r,lronr thcy lrrst talhrrcl lrirtl ;r lriglr
shock index. They implied that a good Christian would never doubt and

that the questioner's spiritual life rnust be slipping because he or she was

thinking. Young people aren't stupid. When they meet this response they
quickly shift gears and mouth the party line, even thought it doesn't come

from the heart. They quietly wait until tliey are out from under pressure to

conform, and then they shed a faith that had never become their very
l4own.

ro Paul Little, Know Why You Believe (Downers Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 1988) 19. This book
demands to be listened to. ln the introduction of the book written by his wife, the readel is told that PaLrl

traveled from campus to campus, "leading bull sessions and talking one-on-one to students. From hundreds
of campuses on hve continents, he sought to capttue the attention of the bored, the intellectual, and the

athletic...ln twenty-five years of lecturing, Par-rl found that regardless of rvhich group he encountered there

were twelve commonly asked questions. 'They are preclictable.'lie said. 'lllve think thloLrgh the ansrvers
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It seems that many young people are far more intelligent than those teaching the f'aith

might think. If questions are not allowed or encouraged. does it ttol seern probtrblc lhltt

the teacher might actually discourage the struggling faith of one interested in grasping the

truth in all its beautiful simplicity, devoid of the separate-sphere tliinking Christians often

exhibit? Though this line of thought might strike some as controversial, it is even more

controversial to suggest that the purest faith does not ever question the reliability and

truthfulness of what one is taught-even if it is the orthodox Christian faith (see the

Psalms). A person must come to grips with the person of Jesus Christ at the levelthey

are al, and ultirnately question Him and be questioned by Hirn alone -'-so that Hc might

make them His own. Searching questions must be diligently pursued, because the

proverb'ra man convinced against his will is of the same opinion still" is all too true.

The church of Jesus Christ has nothing to ('car'. bccause its [.ortl claints to bc tltt''l rLttlt

Though other ideas may come to wage war against Him, he has assefted that His people,

the Church, will certainly prevail. The kind of boldness and confider-rce disciples of

Christ ought to have is shown in the following conversation between a comrnunist Polish

govemment official and a Christian known as "Brother Andrew"

"Answer me one question," [the official] continued. "lf I came into
one of your buildings and on every desk I saw a Bible, would you let me

put a statue of Lenin next to it?"
It was one of those situations when you have no time for prayer. Yet in

the split second while he looked at rne, anxiously waiting lor my allswer,

God revealed sornetl-ring tenific to me: I/'people have uccess to the Ilible
anrl if they truly buse their lives upon it, then let Lenin come. Ile will
come anyway, or else sonreone like him. Let temptcttion come. Let sin

conxe. Let problen$ come. Let un.ttthirlg come. If nty life is grountlecl

firrnlv on the'Word of Gocl, then in Cltrisl I unr ntore thttn rt con(lttet'ot'
"Yes," I said, "l would let you tio that."

to the common questions we hear, we'll have the answers to the right questions. 'Right answers to the

wrong questions aren't of much help!"'
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Immediately his face relaxed into a smile, and he grabbed my hand
warmly. "Now," he said, "we are real friends." And from that day on we
havekept in touch with each other (italics his).3s

There are certain truths that the Church of Christ seems to have lost sight of. Jesus

Christ has boldly proclaimed to be the Truth, and asserted His very Godhood. His

fingerprints having been written over the creation, His apostle asserts that all are "without

excuse" (Rom. l:20,21), because the evidence for God is clearly seen. Even more, in the

gospels and the book of Acts, one encounters authors who claimed to be speakirrg of true

history (Acts 3:15,16). They were "eyewitnesses" of the resunected Christ, the One who

was the fulfillment of all God had promised. Kenneth S. Kantzer, describing the work of

Paul Little, sums up the message of Christian apologetics quite well:

Paul had no illusions that rational evidence could bring a person to
genuine faith. Neither was he a "fideist" who thinks we must simply
chose to believe irrespective of the evidence. In one sense, you can't
prove to anybody that Christianity is true. Yet it is possible to show good
reasons why we ought to believe. Belief in Christ fits the facts infinitely
better than unbelief. Confident faith in Jesus Christ comes only as the
Holy Spirit works in his mysterious ways to create a genuine faith. Yet
the Spirit of God has used fthe apologetics ofl Paul Little to arouse laith in
the hearts and minds of countless students. He has used it even more to
confirm the faith of already committed Christians and to prepare them
better to witness to others.36

Again, as Kantzer asserts above, "Belief in Christ fits the facts infinitely better than

unbelief." The Christian message is that God came in the flesh to earth, a message rooted

in the facts of human history, not in some never-never land. Why does it appear that this

factual information is so often unknown among Christ's disciples, even Christian pastors?

35 Brother Andrew, The Calling (Nashville, Tennessee: Moorings, 1996) 179-180.

'u Little 8. AIso: "Apart from the work of the Holy Spirit, no one will believe. But one of the
instruments the Holy Spirit uses to bring enlightenment is a reasonable explanation of the gospel." Little
16.
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Why is this knowledge not nlore a parl of the typical Christian's everyday tholrghts and

witness? Why do the words of I Peter 3: 1 5, 16 for the most part go unheeded? If this

apologetic information were taken seriously, woLrld this rrot help dispel the concept that

faith means believing something you know isn't true? Why are lay people and everr

unbelievers often incredulous as to why no one ever shared with them the facts

surrounding the Christian message?3i God's fingerprints on creation and history abound,

and He provided much additional evidence during the time of Jesus. Does such evidence

not speak to the world today? (see Romans l:20,21and Acts 17:31) If Christians who

are given the opportunity to witness are consistently unable to give solid reasons for the

hope that they have, they are being disobedient to the Apostle Peter's exlrorlatiorr

It would seem to be time for another relormation in the church, because sadly, up to

this point, it has not been well known for loving its neighbor as its sell', Truly, in the

ultimate sense there can be no lnore important way of showing Cod's love than to be

sharing the Gospel of Jesus Christ. If Christians really believe the hard words of their

Savior that he alone is the Way (see John 14:6, Acts 4:12), there is nothing more

imporlant or great to share with their neighbor than this tmth. What would happen if the

first and greatest commandment, to love the Lord God with all one's heart, soul, strength,

and mind, were taken more seriously by Christians? Would they not be more readily

equipped with the reason for the hope that [they] have-the reason their neighbors need

to hear?

Truly, Jesus Christ alone is the only hope and salvation lor the world! Once again, He

said "Open your eyes and look at the fields! They are ripe l'or harvest". Eviderrtly, they

17 The author has heard many stories about Cluistians who when they founcl out about the discipline ol
apologetics were shocked, upset, and disappointed that they had never heard about it before.
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remain ripe, and there is still time to get in on the gladness the sower and reaper wiil

experience together. For the King has yet to retum! May Christians everywhere be

challenged and encouraged to speak the truth in love and joy as they do apologetics God's

way, and to His glory!
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CHAPTER 2

GOD'S MEANS OF DISGRACE-.REALIZING A WIDBR LAW

I have struck you as an enemy would and punished you as would the cruel, because your guilt is so

great...but I will restore you to health and heal your wounds...
Jeremiah 30:l4,I1l

When the Law catches a murderer, it kills him; when [the Gospel's] grace catches a murderer, it enlightens,
and gives him life.

St. John Chrysostom, Homily VI on Second Corinthians2

Through patience a ruler can be persuaded, and a gentle tongue can break a bone.
Proverbs 25: I 5

When Christians begin to understand what apologetics is, and when they recognize the

fact that it is a vital element of Christian teaching, proclamation, and life, they have a far

stronger foundation than others who do not recognize these things. For upon embracing a

more holistic faith, they begin to see more clearly the importance of the phrase "crucified

under Pontius Pilate" in the Apostle's Creed. They start to realize that responsible

Christian proclamation of the hope found in Jesus Christ dare not be made too spiritual

and vague so as to be removed from the context of the past and present daily grind of life.

And finally, they gain a deeper appreciation of the impact of the Gospel message in the

depths of theirspiritual life. Theybegin to see that loving the Lord with the whole mind

means that they can never tolerate their laith lifle, intellectual life, real life, etc. existing in

separate spheres. In short, all things are rightly seen to have their proper beginning and

fulfillment in Jesus Christ. These thoughts deal with the hearl of one's relationship with

I 
See also lsaiah 30:22 and Proverbs 20:30, as well as Isaiah 57:10 and Luke 5:8. which illustrate two

different reactions to God's "cruelty".

2 
Quoted in Schulz, Wallace, ed., "The Letter Kills, but the Spirit Gives Life", Good News issue 1 1:

28,29
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Jesus Christ and lead us iuto the importance olapologetics in the role olconversion, both

for the unbeliever and believer, who needs to be continuously turned to Christ.

A recent brochure from Christian apologist Josh McDowell describes the tensions

between today's teenagers and their parents this way: "We are experiencing a relational

disconnect". Most religious people would say the same could be said of humankind's

relationship with God. What they would disagree about is how that vital connection is to

be effected and nurtured. According to John's Gospel, Jesus Christ claimed to be the

exclusive connector to the Father. In one o f the many analogies Jesus uses to illustrate

this, He refers to Himself as the vine. In turn, He describes His followers as the branches

who produce fruit. Of this relationship, Jesus says, "I am the vine; you are the branches.

If a man remains in me and I in him, he will bear much fruit; aparl from me you can do

nothing (John l5:5)." Seeing as how even people who do not know God certainly are

active, it probably goes withoLrt saying that Jesus is talking about nothing of tnre spiritual

value or significance to the Kingdoni of God.r Also of great importarlce to this point is a

passage found in the third chapter of Revelation. Speaking to His followers,.Tesus Christ

offers this striking description of their state: "You say, 'lam rich; I have acclr"rired wealtlr

and do not need a thing.' But yor.r do not realize that you are wretched, prtilul, poor,

blind and naked (Rev. 3:17)."0 If believers in the farnily of God can be described in such

terms, what does this mean for those who do not believe?

3 At the same time, it is certainly true that "in him [all people] live and move and have ftheir] being"
(Acts 17:28), so perhaps'the text contains a double meaning: All of God's creation is held together by His
powerful word, and hence can do nothing without Him. In another sense, Christians who are not mindful
of their status as a branch will do nothing of true spiritual value without his life-giving grace. This would
be the kind ofgrace referred to in I Peter 4:10.

a The reader is encouraged to look at the surrounding context ofthis verse.
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Again, the Christians spoken of in Revelation 3:17 did not realize they were

"wretched, pitiful, poor, blirrd, and naked." It might be challenging to find more

descriptive words for such a decrepit spiritual condition. What kept thent l'ronr

perceiving their awful state? Some might say simple ignorance, but rnight the rnost

correct answer be sinful pride that turns from God and exalts the selfl (l John 2:16)s

Once, as the author was observing people walking around him, that which the Bible

teaches about human nature suddenly struck with startling clarity: the mass of humanity,

including the author, was nothing more than a bunch of "little gods"-men and women

who had declared independence from their Maker. Whether the world would view them

as good, bad, moral, immoral, normal, abnormal, religious or pagan, they were a people

in rebellion against God. To him, humanity seemed so unaware that their very existence

depended on the Creator's constantly sustaining Presence. lndeed, each person is

opposed to His sovereign and loving rule to varying degrees. Such a disposition,

ignoring the very Author of reality in favor of focus on the created self, could be said to

be spiritually unhealthy to say the least. However, God vigorously opposes this "little

god" mindset, and strikes at the heart of the matter, countering with a profound and

frightening "little children" and "little ones" mindset:

'From Dr. Gregory Lockwood, The Role of the Laibr in Gospel Communication (Fullerton, CA: R.C.
Law aud Co., Lic., 1992) 108: "Celhard Maict watned olthc ni1,th t-r1-'thc thoroLr-u,hl; Jil'luie rrt rurr.lurrr
man.' By the same token we need to beware of the myth of the thoroughly different Hispanic man or
Melanesian man. The longer a missionary stays in another culture, the more he realizes that under the
surface configurations of our differing cultures and languages we are all basically the same. All human
beings,forexample,areconcernedfortheirownreputationandhonor.theirou,nnarne..l.rrther. fsavsl in
the Large Catechism that alongside the love of money one of lrau's r.nost commoll idols is his own prcstrqc
Thus all men everywhere are at bottom the same, all need to repent oltheir idolatry and find the gracious
justification and forgiveness offeled in Chlist." Yet, the ultin.rate show olpride ancl an.ogance rniglit be

people'simplicitorexplicitclainrsthattheykrrorvwhatloveisbettertliantheOne n,hois[.oi,ellinrscll'I
Cor. l3 is a wondrous picture that finds its ultimate manifestation in Jesus Christ, Love incarnate.
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...whoever welcomes a little child like this in my name welcomes me. But
if anyone cuuses one of these little ones v,ho belieye in me to sitt, il t,t,oulcl

be betterfor him to have a large millstone hung around his neck and to be
clrownecl in the depths of the sea. Woe to the world because of the things
that cause people to sin! Such things must come, but woe to the man
through whom they come (italics author's Matt 18:5-7).

In short, human pride is evil and opposed to the goodness of God. Bent on exalting one's

self and the self s pleasures, it is willing to disregard God's Moral Law. which is fulfilled

in love (Rom. l3:10), at the expense of others-others God dearly loves (Psalnr 145:8,9).

And since God is love (l John 4:8) and His kind of love counters false modern day

thinking that "[God] loves so much He cannot be angry at our evil"6 (I Cor. I 3:5), He

will not tolerate such negative actions towards His children (Matt l8:5-7). Therefore,

even God's justice is ultimately apart of, or derived from, His love. When God crushes

evil, He crushes it out of genuine love. For the sake of His children, lest they be led

astray to complete destruction, evil must be rootecl out (Matt 13'.4D.7 This inclucles

God's own Church, as even they are not innocent of evil (Rom. 12:21). Therefore, in this

fallen world where enforcing justice rnust play a role, God is truly cruel, or more

o Some may interject here and say that the fact that God is always angly at evil is nrore because ol'God's
holiness than His love (see Hab. 1:13), but the two canuot be separated. Consider the following quote from
Max Lucado: "God doesn't get angry because he doesn't get his way. He gets angry because
disobedience always results in self-destruction. What kind of father sits by and watches his child hurt
lrimself?" In the Grip of Grace (Dallas, Vancouver, Melbourne: Word Publishing, 1996) 19,20.
Considering God's apparent earnestness in redeeming humanity, one might well ask what kind of father sits
by and watches his children hurt his other children'i

i It should be noted that part of the comfort of the Gospel of God is that He will set right all the wrongs
that have been perpetrated against His people, and Himself, though this second fact does not necessarily
comfort us. He will judge fairly-and all those r.vho have not been treated in the manner the Golden Rule
demands will be avenged. This indeed means, in a sense, that there will be justice for all. In reconciling
this with Christian love, it can be said that Christians should not so much take pleasure in knowing their
enemieswillbepunished,astheyshouldintlief-acttliattliejudgeol'theearthwilldclrightl Heisagood
God!
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accurately, harms, to be kind.8 As the prophet isaiah puts it, God first bruises that He

may heal (Isaiah 30:26). Through the hammer of His judgment, or perhaps more

accurately, His love, God dernolishes that in people that sets itsell'up against Him. Only

when God is through bruisirrg, and human pride sees itself as impure, not wlrole, and

undonee, will the message of God's healing love and mercy truly set in-and create life.

Only then, by God's Spirit, will men and women be able to confidently say, "He is for us

and not against us!" (Rom. 8:31)

At this point, one might say, "l see how this is irnponant to evangelism, but what does

all of this have to do with apologetics"? First, as His apostle claimed, "God is love" (l

John 4:8), and therefore all of God's bruising actions must be seen and understood in

light of this truth, namely, that He is cruel that He may be kind. In a similar manner,

Christ claims to be the very Truth itself, and the absolute trLrth about reality can bruise

much in the same way that the threats and punishments of God can (see Rom. I :18-2()

and Job 41,42). Therefore, insofar as they accurately describe or portray reality,

apologetic arguments too, can serve to shatter a person's pride. It is a distinct quality of

Lutheran theology that it ernphasizes tlie proper distinction between the Law and the

8 Indeed, there is profound danger in taking this statement too far, to the point where one feels that all of
life's difficulties can be attributed to God's actively creating awful situations that will drive us to Him.
Without a doubt, the fact that there is an enemy on the loose (see Job 1,2) that nleans to destloy us totally
must be taken into account. Against this enemy and his ways the Christian boldly asserts that Jesus (lhrrst

came to destroy the works of the devil (I John 3:8). Perhaps most often the direct reasons tbr our
adversities will be shrouded in mystery, yet one can be assured that God uses both Satan's and our evils for
good, and one day will c'ompletely destroy and/or redee m all those things that culrently cause hunranity ttr

suffer.

e People are primarily imperfect or not whole because of a lack of love; and hence mercy. Notice the
words of Christ: "Love your enemies...Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect" (Matt
5:44,48). The reader is encouraged to look at the entire context.
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Gospel.l0 This means that one of the functions of the Moral Law, often understood as

being best shown through the Ten Commandrrentsl', is to brLrise and afflict, showing our

sin (or S.O.S.). After the Holy Spirit convicts the conscience through the Law, sinners

areready to hear the Gospel, which shows our Savior (S.O.S. again). Lutheran theology

asserts that the Law must always proceed tlie Gospel, so that the words of prornise are

able to take root and create laith in the hLrmbled heart.r2 Apologetics, thoLrgh perhaps not

being the Law itself, is at the very least an eflective correlative or "handmaid of the

Law"l3. It is analogous to many other approaches God uses in the whole econorny of

"granting lpeople] repentance, leading them to a knowledge of the truth" (II Tim 2:25).

Before attempting to show how apologetics fits into the realm of the Law, it will be

helpful to examine some of God's other bruising actions. There are distinct "threat and

punishment" approaches found irr Scripture, as well as other means God en-rploys so that

His people n-ray first be bruised, and only afterwards healed.'0. The first example, the

r0 There is a classic book by this name. C. F. W. Walther, The Proper Distinction Between Law and

Gospel(St. Louis, MO: Concordia PLrblishing House, 1897).

ll Contrarily, the author thinks that the two greatest commandments Jesus spoke of and lived are the best

representation of God's Moral Law. Not in that they ale necessarily most r"rsetul fbr instnrction, but in that

they directly point to the essence of the Law: love.

12 Repentance is not to be understood as a r.nelitorious act in any sense, but as a change of mind and a
simple description of going back to God.

'' Dr. Glerm Zweck. Lecture. Fall 1999

ra The title of this chapter is delived fl'om Isaiah 37:3: "This is a day oldistless and rebuke and rlisgruce.
as when children come to the point of birth and there is no strength to deliver them. " (italics author's)
There is a simple but profound reason for the distress, rebuke, and disgrace associated with the lack of
strength to give birth to life, and allegorically, spiritual life. It is because sinful humanity has chosen to run
against the grain of reality. They have chosen to run against God, His creation, and His will, both pre- and
post-lall, for His people.
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Moral Law, is believed to be intimately bound to the rest, and so will be covered ntore

extensively: I5

The "Moral Law: The Apostle Paul asserted in the book of Romans that there is a

Moral Law that exists in the heart of every person:

Indeed, when the Gentiles, who do not have the law, do by nature things
required by the law, they are a law for themselves, evelt though they do
not have the law, since they show the requirements of the law are written
on their hearts, their consciences also bearing witness, and their thoughts
now accusing, now even defending them (Romans 2:14,15).

Though the Gentiles were not given the Law in the sense of the books of Moses, or the

Ten Commandments, it was not necessary, because by nature it is obvious that it is

written on their hearts. The teachings and lile of Jesus Christ, who said things like, "so in

everything, do to others what you would have them do to you, lor this sLllls up the Law

and the Prophets (Matt 7:72)", and "the measlrre yoll use, it will be measured to you

(Luke 6:38)", only serve to heighten the awareness of what humanity lacks before a holy

God. Don Bierle sums up well God's intended result:

Trying to live like Jesus is not just difficult-it is irnpossible. Until we are
shaken by the experience of our own moral ineptness, we will not
appreciate the need for the gift of God's grace in our lives. We will also
resist Jesus' analysis of our condition...ln the privacy of our own hearts
and minds, we all know that what He said fabout our condition] is true.
As the British writer, G.K. Chesterton, has said: "The one doctrine of
Christianity which is ernpirically verifiable is the fallenness olman."l6

Before anyone will embrace Christ, tl'rey must in some way be confronted with their own

moral ineptness. "No one will be declared righteous in [God's] sight by observing the

'5 The list that follows makes no claims to being extensive.

ro Dr. Don Bierle, Surprised by Faith (Lynnwood, WA: Emerald Books, lgg2) 71
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law; rather, through the law we become conscious of sin" (Romans 3:20). Marlin Luther

was absolutely unflinching regarding the importance of the Law in producing an

awareness of sin and guilt:

It is necessary if you would be converted, that you become terrified, that is

you have and alarmed and trembling conscience. Then, after this
condition has been created, you must grasp the consolation that comes not
from anywork on your own but the work ofGod. I-le sent His Son .lesus

Christ into the world in order to proclaim to tenified sinners the mercy of
God. This is the way conversion is brought about; other ways are wrong
*ays.'t

And yet, in order to bring people to a sLrfficient awareness of their guilt baggage belore

Hirn, God may use other means besides affliction by the moral derlands of the Law, as

traditionally understood, to bring people to the point of sufficient despair.rs Though ir-r

hr-unankind's eyes these other means that follow do not always clearly involve a moral

element, the author believes that through all of them the conscience may be pierced.

All Kincls of AdversitlL.' In the Old Testament especially, God was known to bruise His

people through different kinds of adversity such as wanderings ir-r the desert, disasters,

sickness, famine, and the threat of earthly enetnies.

l7 Edward M. Plass, What Luther Says (St. Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing l{ouse, 1959) 343

't II Cor. 7:10 says, "Godly sol'row brings repentance that leads to salvation and leaves no regret, but

worldly sorrow brings death." An example of worldly sorrow might be the conclusion that is found in a

purely materialistic worldview. Earnest Hemingway wrote, "Life is just a dirty trick, a short joulney from
nothingness to nothingness.", quoted in Bierle 14. Aldous Huxley, bolstered by the promise of humanism,

said confidently, "In the form in which men have posed it, the Riddle of the Universe lequires a theological
answer. Suff'eling and enjoying, uren waut to know why they enjoy and to what end they sul'fer. Tliey see

good things and evil things, beautiful things and ugly, and they want to tlud a reason-a llnal ar.rcl absolute
reason-why these things should be as they are." , quoted in Bierle 77. Whether godless materialistic
thinking leads to Hemingway's sorrow and despair or Huxley's hopefulness in human nature, both feelings
or ideas are ultimately idols that aid in suppressing the true nature of reality-the inevitable conclusion of
true reason.
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Overabuntlance: When His people complained in the desert, God 'alllicted" them

with an overabundance olquail, stating, "Now tlre LORD will erve volr nreilt. anrl voLr

will eat it...until it comes out of your nostrils and you loathe it..." (Num. I l:18,20)

The Majesty of God. Thourgh no eye has seen the "naked God" in His unveiled glory,

the handiwork of the Designer speaks loudly : "When I consider your heavens, the work

of your fingers..., what is man that you are mindful of him..." (Psalm 8:3,4)

Death and the Groaning Creation: The fear of immanent death has prepared many

people for the healing of the Gospel message. The jailer at Phillipi in Acts 16 is an

excellent example. Likewise, though the creation is certainly beautiful and majestic, the

creation is under a curse, subject to groaning, violence, and decay (Rom. 8:20,21). It is

imperative for allpeople to recognize the judgment of God.

Preclestinutictn: MarLin Lr"rther seerrs to have maintained that throLrgh thc nrcans ol

the doctrine of predestination, God aims to shatter people's trust in their own reasoning

abilities. Evidently, Luther believed that using one's reason with God's word inevitably

leads one to the conclusion that God arbitrarily saves some and damns others. At this

point of despair, the healing of the Gospel is each person's only hope.le

The Signs of the Times ancl the Promise of the Finul Juclgement.' Though end times

prophecy is an exhilarating topic for many people in these days, the concept of the final

judgment and hell are not. Regarding Hell, it must be stressed that Jesus talked about it

more than anybody. He was not nearly as shy as modem messengers about warning

people of the looming danger. Such teachings can cerlainly bruise to say the least.

'o Piotr J. Malysz, Personal discussion. 2 Jan.2001
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God's Giving People Over: In the first chapter of Romans, the Apostle Paul talks about

how God gives people over to the consequences of their actions. In other words, God

allows people to reap what they sow in order that they might be bruised by their sin and

see their dire need for Him and His direction.

The Holiness of God: A person might come to the staggering realization that they

simply cannot stand the presence of a holy God. The Scriptures declare that God's eyes

"are too good to look at evil: [he] cannot stand to see those who do wrong" (Hab. I : l3).

The nature of God's being is such that he is holy-separate from his fallen creation.

The cross and stffirings of Jesus Christ: In the cross of Jesus Christ, one can be

convicted in many ways. They might come to tlie great realization that they are not being

punished as they deserve, but Christ is taking on Himself their penalty. They may be

accused in their conscience when realizing that God does for them what they know they

ought to be willing to do for another. Or, a Christian might actually feel sor:ry for Jesus,

deeply realizing that their sin killed the only One who tmly loves them, literally, to deatli.

Prophecy and Accomponying Miroculous signs: Tlie prophecies and accompanying

miracles, or signs performed both in the Old Testament (see Isa. 37:20) and by Jesus

Christ certainly confirmed those who trusted God, but were also meant to rebuke and

bruise those not acknowledging his will.

Discontentmentt In the book of Ecclesiastes, one will encounter the cornplaint that

life is meaningless. The fact is, this is certainly true without God in Christ, who makes

all things meaningful (Rom. 8:28).

Heaping Coals tJpon One's Head: It has recently been shown that the Apostle Paul's

admonition to heap burning coals upon a person's head so that they will be led to repent
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has little to do with judgment and every'thing to do rvith mercy it is a rvay to l<ill a

person with kindness (Ronr 12:19-21).

The lives of Christians: Christians are told to live such blameless lives that those wl-ro

accuse them would be ashamed of their slander (l Peter 3: I 5,16). The Apostle Paul taiks

about how Christian preaching or prophecy will accuse tlie unbeliever that he is a slnner

(l Cor. 14:24). In modern times, Elizabeth Elliot, the wife of a Christian missionary who

was killed by a savage tribe, forgave the people, and this eventually led to many of their

converslons.

Jealousy: In what strikes many as a most unusual bruising action, the Apostle Paul

maintains that God uses the Gentile's faith as a means of promoting a kind ofjealously

among the Jews. It is hoped that the Jews will retum to God because of this.

Again, to ernphasize,if all of these things are not actLrally "the Law", they still serve a

Law-like function and are always done with a loving heart in the background. They are

used to bring the creation back in line with God's desires, starling with the human heart.20

They are meant to humble and awe all people, breaking down their wayward pride that

they might know and understand their utter nothingness before God. They are means by

which God makes clear who is in control, and means He uses to break and re-break His

stubborn creations. Apologetics can also bruise and destroy the stubborn pride that rebels

against the truth.2l Romans l:18-20 is a natural law text that clelivers a crushing blow:

'o And in many examples above, the consequences of the curse evidentlybrought into existence by the

Fall are in paradoxical fashion redeemed by God to begin the process towards the groaning creation's re-

creation.

2r In the book Five Views on Apologetics (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 2000),
several authors express related sentiments. Presuppositionalist John Frame states: "...we expose the true
nature ofunbelief, not as a neutral or unbiased attempt to account for experiences, but as a flight from the
God we all know. And so apologetics merges easily into evangelism.", in Steven B. Cou,an, ed ,223
William Craig says: "ln the absence of the work of the Holy Spirit, our best arguments will fall like water
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The wrath of God is being revealed from heaven against all the
godlessness and wickedness of men who suppress the truth bv their
wickedness, since what may be known about Gotl is pluin to them,because
God has made it plain to them. For since the creation of the world God's
invisible qualities-his eternal power and divine nature (love?)-have
been clearly seen, being understood from what has been made, so thal nten

are without excuse (italics author's).

Likewise, the factual evidence surrounding the man Jesus Christ (see Acts I 7:3 1 ) has tl-re

potential to chase terror into the soul running from God. Steven Hein does a good job

specifically explaining how the Holy Spirit might use apologetics as a Law-like tool:

Negatively speaking, apologetics seeks to identify and remove intellectual
obstacles that, in the non-Christian's mind, are precluding an honest

consideration of tlie Christian faith. Frorn the positive side, apologetics
seeks to confront the non-Christian with compelling reasons and evidence
which ground or give supporl to the truthfulness of Christianity.
Apologetics also serves to calm honest and serious doubts or intellectual
conflicts among believers (e.g., Bible-science, creation-evolution, etc.).22

In the frequent words of Christiar"r apologist Paul Maier, by removing these intellectual

obstacles, he simply "improves the acoustics"." Christian apologetics has the potential

on a stolte, for the natural man suppresses the truth in uurighteousness (Rom. l:21). Plantiga observes that

'a person might, when confronted with an arg[ument] he sees to be valid for a conclusion he deeply
disbelieves from premises he knowfs] to be true, give up (some of) those premises: in this way you carl

reduce someone from knowledge to ignorance by giving liinr an argument he sees to be valid fronr plenrises

he knows to be true."', and "the power of the evidence and argument may, by God's grace, crack [the non-

Cluistian's] false assurance of the truth ol'liis laith and pcrsirade liirlr to place hrs larth tn tlhlrst." , rluoteil

by William Craig in Cowan 53,44. Finally, evidently in a contrary opinior"r, Kelly Clark says, "llumrlity,
not proofs, seem more appropriate to the realization of belief in God.", in Cowan 273. Clark is mttch more

cautious about apologetics'abilities, and it is questionable ilhe would see them as sor.r.rething that God uses

to actually assist in producing humility.

" Steuen A. Hein, A Study in Christian Apologetics: You Can Give an Answer (St. Louis, MO., The

Board for Evangelisn-r, The Lutheran Chruch-MO. Synod, 1978) 6.

23 Dr. Paul Maier, "The Historicity of JesLrs Christ", Issues Etc., Audio cassette, date Lrnavailable. The

idea of "improving the acoustics" carl be seen in the following quotation from J. Gresham Machen: "fthe
purpose of apologetics is to] mold the thought of the world in such a way as to make the acceptance of
Christianity something more than a logical absurdity." J Gresham Machen, "Cll'istianity and Culture,"
PrincetonTheoloqical Review 13, no. 3 (1913): 7, quoted in Chuck Colson and Nancy Pearson, Ilorv Nou,

Shall we Live?, (Wheaton, Illinois, Tyndale House Publishers, Inc., 1999)32. Of course, this means

accurately, not inaccurately, describing the reality of the cleation that clearly points to the Designer (Ronr.
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to get one to sit up and take notice! Like those means mentioned above, apologetics may

get people's attention and bring them to the end of their rope. The trr.rth may hurt in such

a way that it ushers in tlie despair that needs to be present.

This chapter's subtitle, "Realizing a Wider Law" does not mean that the books of

Moses (the Torah), or the Ten Commandments be seen as wider, but that the Moral Law

as traditionally understood be seen as wider. Theologians and non-theologians alike must

begin to realize that how one responds to the truth about reality itself, as seem from the

evidence around us, can reasonably be construed as a moral issue. Will a person respond

to that reality in faith, embracing what can be deduced from the creation, and the

historical witness to the Person of Jesus Christ, or will they respond to reality as it really

is in denial and distrust? Apologetics involves hard moral truth much in the same way

that the Golden Rule involves hard moral truth. Or said another way, the whole of reality

underlying and governing our life experiences is one big Law, pushing down on those

who reject the truth, and suppress it in unrighteousness (Romans 1:18). Lutheran

theologian Francis Peiper seems to have expressed a similar sentiment:

There is but one way to prepare the worldly-wise (the "wise men after the

flesh," I Cor. 1:26) for conversion, and that is that the terrores
conscientiae break down their conceited trust in their own wisdom and
utterly destroy "the conception of the universe as held by modern man."
Ludwig Hofacker somewhere said bluntly and to the point: "The camels
must one and all pass through the eye of the needle."24

l:20,21), and the true and reasonable facts of Jesus' life on earth (Acts 26:25,26, 17:31), and even
proclaiming that which people sub-consciously most fear: "man is not an objective super'-observer in the
universe, but a condemned sinner with a vested interest in escape" Kurt Marquart, Facts. Faith. and Proof,
1 I Theses on Apologetcis, quoted in Glen Zweck, "The significance of Philosophy for Confessional
Training in an Ecumenical Age", Evangalium Gospel J, June, August, 1986: 78-95. In a similar fashion.
aspects of our Westem culture and civilization have the potential to improve the acoustics for God's moral
law, and at other times, may drown out God's call for righteousness and justice across the earth. When the

conscience is awakened however, it is finally Jesus Christ, and not the Golden Rule, that brings salvation.

2a Francis Peiper, Christian Dogmatics. Vol. 2 (St. Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing House, 479
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Insofar as the Law is defined as that which shows our sin, it seems quite reasonable to say

that the Law is much wider then it is typically given credit for. Recognizing this is yet

another part of one's embracing a holistic faith, as described in the previous chapter.

The final sentence from Steven Hein above, "Apologetics also serves to calm honest

and serious doubts or intellectual conflicts among believers", makes it clear that some

additional questions need to be asked however. Is it correct to asseft that all of those

things mentioned above only serve Law flr.rnctiot-ts, t-neaning that thcy are alu'11's things

that bruise and never bring immediate healing and life? Or is it possible that some ol'

these phenomena might actually come as good news to those who experience them? If

this is the case, how might this be possible? First of all, it has been pointed out that God

crushes evil out of love. Would any contest that a Christian might very well be able to

discern a Gospel-centered love at the root of God's otherwise Law-workings (meattiltg

that which niay afflict, accuse, and bruise one actually frees, heals, and gives life to

another)? For example, Hebrews 12:5,6 says,

My son, do not make liglit of the
Lord's discipline,

and do not lose hearl when he

rebukes you,
because the Lord disciplines those he

loves,
and he punishes everyone he accepts

as a son."

25 Likewise, Paul Little writes, "When by God's grace we can view all of life through the lens of faith in
God's love (he has just quoted Rom. 8:32), we can affirm with llabakkuk, "Though the fig tree does not

bud and there are no grapes on the vines, though the olive crop fails and the fields produce no food. though

there are no sheep in the pen and no cattle in the stalls, yet I will reloice in the LORD, I rvill be joyfirl in
God my Savior" (Hab. 3:17-18). Know Why You Believe (Downer's Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 1988)

141.
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Likewise, many Christians are usually able to discem the Ten Commandments as being

something that was not so much meant to accLlse, bLrt rather to allow lor a goorl lile witlt

Godl To some, perhaps the idea that the J'en Comrlandnrents are a bridge by which one

may reach God is as absurd as saying that a child has mented or earned their parerrt's love

by obeying their command to stay out of the street. If it can be said with some cerlainty

that many Christians may perceive God's actions as such, does it not make sense to allow

for the possibility that at the moment of conversion one may also perceive a similar

phenomenon? For example, this would theoretically mean that at a given moment,

apologetics becomes Gospel or good news because it is correctly perceived as having its

origins in Gospel-centered love.26 The person, perhaps after having heard the message

that "Christ died for your sins" ol'"God forgives you through his son, Jesus" is brought to

faith by sometl-ring that wor-rld only accuse another. Maybe this is why Don Matzat has

made the following statement: "The goal of apologetics is evangelism. The hope of the

apologist is to convince the unbelieverof the truth of Christianity so tlie Lrnbeliever will

become a believer." Elsewhere in the same arlicleMatzat less controversially states,

"While presenting evidence lor the historic truth of the Christian message will not bring a

person to faith in Jesus Christ, it will at least cause that person to take another look at

Christianity."2T

In addition, there is another matter to attend to that was mentioned earlier in chapter

one. Noting Jesus' attitude towards Thomas, there it was said that, "it seems that when it

comes to bringing people to faith or encoLlraging weak faith, Jesus ...is...wil1ing at times

2u This may occur with things like miracles as well, as can be seen in the case of "Doubting Thomas"

" Don Matzat, "Apologetics in a Postmodem Age", Issues. Etc. Journal 2.5 (1991):1.
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to mysteriously condescend in ways we camot possibly comprehend." Romans 2:4

states, "Ordo you show conternpt forthe riches of his kindness, tolerance and patience,

not realizing that God's kindness leads you toward repentance?" Eclioing some of the

sentiments in that verse and the previoLrs paragraph, does it seem probable that though

some may be bruised and broken with the force of an angry, shattering hammer, others

might be bruised and broken by the tender touch of God's overwhelming love shown in

Christ Jesus?28 Tliat they might be crushed by the true aflection and gentleness olCod?

As long as a person has come to see their utter nothingness and miserable pride belbre

God and confesses Jesus as Lord wlio is the answer to their condition, would such a

conversion be questionable?

The process of being made into nothing never ends. It might be accomplished by tlie

commandments, miracles, adversity, the fear of death, apologetics, or varioLrs othcr

means. And it might be accomplislied in a manner of florce, by an angry, shattering

hammer, or in a manner of gentleness through a tender, loving touch. Through it all, God

means to bring His people closer to Himself, making them ever more aware of His great

love all the while revealing their sharneful wretchedness, pitifulness, poverty, blindness,

and nakedness. Whatever rreans God uses to accomplish this, the love that underlies it

all is illustrated beautifully in a story told by Hennan Gockel. A summary would detract

from it's effect:

" C.F.W. Walther, in his eleverrth thesis in the book The Proper Distinction Between Law and Gospel
(St. Louis, MO: Concordia PLrblishing llouse, 1897), wrote, "tlie Word of God is not rightly divided when
thele is a disposition to dffer the comfbrt of the gospel only to those who have been made contrite by the
Law, not from fear of the wrath and punishment of God, but from the love of God." Walther goes or1 to say
that those who hold this position all say that "contrition [,] to be genuine and r.vorthy of the name [,] must
proceed from the love of God. . .To demand of a poor sinner that he must, fi'om the love of god, be alarmed
on account of his sins and feel sorry for them is an abon-rinable perversion of Law and Gospel." p,236.
The word "must" is absolutely the key here.
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A traveler in Palestine joined a shepherd as he led his flock across a

Palestinian liill. As they walked along and conversed leisurely, the
traveler noticed one olthe older sheep which walked with sonre
difficulty-always witliin a short distance from the shepherd.

Curious, he asked the sliepherd why it was that this sheep walked with
a noticeable lirnp and wl-ry it was that it never ventured more than a lcw
feet away from the shepherd.

"That sheep," explained the shepl-rerd, "is orle of the oldest in the flook.
Soon after it was born, I learned that it was partially deaf. When it was a
little lamb, it persisted in straying for the fold, where it could not hear rny
voice.

"Many was the time that I was called upon to rescue it form the brink
of destruction-until finally I had to inflict that injury on its leg myself.
Ever since that day the sheep has limped, but it has also stayed much
closer to me fbr guidance and protection."

Gockel goes on to say, "Our Father's love may have found it necessary to wound us, to

visit us with some sorrow, some bitter disappointment, some bodily affliction; but we can

rest assured in the conviction: it was His lot,e that did it."2e Love is behincl the Law,

whether it is understood ir-r the narrow, traditional sense, or in the wider sense the author

is advocating. And just why does God look to transform us through the difficLrlt

processes of bruising and healirrg? Cerlainly, part of it is that we may dwell in the house

of the Lord forever. And yet, echoing Isaiah in describing the work of that Good

Shepherd driven by lioly love to seek and save the lost, "lt is too small a thing to be my

servant to restore the tribes of Jacob and bring back those of Israel I have kept. I will also

make you a light lor the Gentiles, that you may bring my salvation to the ends of tl-re

earth" (lsaiah 49:6). Jesus Christ's words come to mind again, "l tell you, open your'

eyes and look at the fields! They are ripe for harvest" (John 4:35).

tnHermanGockel, MyHandinHis(St.LoLris,MO: ConcordiaPublishingHouse, 196 1) 184,185
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CHAPTBR 3

APOLOGETICS IN THE NEW TESTAMENT--PROCLAIMING THE
UNCONQUERABLE FACTS OF THE GOSPBL ACTS

If religion be made independent of history, there is no such thing as a gospel, for "gospel" means "good
news", tidings, information about something that has happened. A gospel independent of history is a

contradiction in terms.
J. Gresham Machen, Christiani[, and Liberalisml

Faith is not blind...In the case of Christian faith it arose for the earliest disciples from historical
contemporaneity with Jesus. They were not compelled by the evidence: plenty olpeople saw it and

declined to commit themselves. But the evidence was the ground on which they con.rmitted themselves
Michael Green, The Truth of God Incarnate2

ln the New Testament one finds the call to preach the good news. Many are lamiliar

with Matthew 28:1.9,20, known as the great commission, where Christ commanded His

disciples to "make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and

of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have

commanded you". And yet, there are also many other New Testament passages that

encourage the believer to share their faith in light of their high calling as God's people.

Peter exhorts Christians to "Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks

you to give the reason for the hope that you have..." (l Peter 3:15). The Apostle Paul

tells Philemon, "l pray that you may be active in sharing your faith, so that you will have

a full understanding of every good thing we have in Christ" (Philemon 6). Paul also,

likely keeping in mind how "all things work for the good of those who Iove him..."

(Rom. 8:28), shares a thought akin to Peter's when he says, "Be wise in the way you act

toward outsiders; make the most of every opportunity. Let your conversation be always

I J. Greham Machen, Christianity and Liberalism (New York: Macmillan, 1923, l2l), quoted in Chuck
Colson and Nancy Pearson, How Now Shall We Live? (Wheaton, Illinois, Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.,
t999) 216.

2 
Quoted in Dr. Don Bierle, Surprised by Faith (Lynnwood, WA: Emerald Books, 1992) 42.
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full of grace, seasoned with salt, so that you may know how to answer everyone" (Col.

4:5,6). Finally, Jesus Christ reminds His followers that they "are the light of the world"

(Matt. 5:14), and in one of the most challenging passages in the gospels, states, "l tell you

the truth, anyone who has faith in me will do what I have been doing. He will do even

greater things than these, because I am going to the Father" (John l4: l2). The

"everything" Jesus mentioned in the great commission might be a bit more involved than

most Christians are ready to admit. In any case, such a verse may sometimes inspire as

well as condemn. Whether one is encouraged or challenged though, it always does one

good to reflect on the One speaking them. Jesus said to His disciples '7will make you

fishers of men" (Matt. 4:19, italics author's). When it comes to sharing the message,

there does not need to be any doubt where the focus should be.l

How did Jesus go about sharing the good news? How did He use apologetics or

anything resembling apologetics during the course of His preaching and teaching? Also,

how did His disciples go about sharing the message regarding Him? Did they simply

assert that He was the promised Messiah, or also stress objective evidences to back up the

claim?a What can Christ's disciples today learn from those evangelists? Much has been

' Former Issues Etc. radio program host Don Matzat likes to challenge people to share their testimony
without mentioning themselves, or at least focusing on themselves, and he notes this is very difficult for
many to do. Certainly, this would seem to indicate that many Christians have a hard time taking the focus

off of themselves. The author is guilty as charged.

o Gury Habermas provides a wonderful preview of this chapter, including thoughts regarding apologetic
methodology in the Old Testament: "Over and over again, with the help of several checks and balances, we

are told to test God's revelation to us To be reminded of.just a few of these. potential prophets are to be

tested according to theif own predictions (Deut. 18 21-22). More than once, God gives a simllar test to

other gods--let them predict the future and bring it to pass so that we may see and know that they are gods

(lsa. 4l.21-24;44:7). God passed his own test (Isa. 4l:25-29;42:9; 44:24-28; 46:10; 48:5,14). Perhaps

most interesting for our purposes is that Israel was called to be his witness of these mighty historical acts of
conhrmation (Isa. 44:6-8, 52:6). God could have simply sent his listeners to his Word, but he apparently
did not think that these challenges to look at history were improper references to an authority above his
written revelation
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written to help equip Christians share their faith. This chapter, however, locuses on the

relationship between evangelism and apologetics as seen in the New Testament. It is

appropriate to begin by examining the pattem of the One who makes His followers

fishers of men-Jesus.

Looking at how Jesus brought the good news of the Kingdom to people, one can see

that He backed up His claims to be the promised Messiah with convincing actions-He

demonstrated authority over death, nature, and demonic spirits. One of the most

remarkable instances of Jesus'providing proof of his Messiahship is when Jesus both

forgives aparalyzed man's sins and heals him of his affliction (see Matt 9:l-8). In this

passage, commentators have struggled to understand and explain Jesus' questions to the

teachers of the law: "Why do you entertain evil thoughts in your hearts? Which is

easier: to say, 'Your sins are forgiven', or to say, 'Get up and walk?"' Jesus goes on to

say, "but so that you may know that the Son of Man has authority on earth to forgive

sins..." before healing the paralytic. One answer to Jesus' question is that it's easier to

say "Your sins are forgiven" because no immediate external evidence is necessary to

validate such a claim. Christian apologist Don Bierle supports this answer and brings an

insight to the story when he says that by this action Jesus proved that He had takcn away

this man's sins! How? Bierle observes,

Miracles also served as such a test. While seeking an incredible heavenly sign, Elijah announced, "The
god who answers by fire--he is God." The people were challenged to view an awesome miracle as God's
vindication of his prophet and message (l Kings l8:20-45). Centuries later, Jesus performed miracles on
the spot to show John fte Baptist that he was the Messiah (Luke 7:18-23). Both Peter (Acts 2:22-24; and

Paul (Acts I 7:30-3 I ) proclaimed that Jesus' resurrection was the validation of Jesus' teachings.
These are just a few texts where both believers and unbelievers were told to examine history to ascertain

God's truth. Audiences were regularly encouraged to use their minds and their eyes. They were witnesses.
But there is not hint that these evidential challenges displeased God by suggesting ultimate standards being
applied to his revelation. Indeed, God often made the challenge himself.", quoted in Steven B. Cowan, ed.,

Five Views on Apologetics (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 2000)245,246.
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[the Jews of that day] saw a direct relationship between sin and
consequent judgment in the form of pain and suffering, etc....This mindset
is illustrated even by Jesus' disciples on another occasion when they asked
Jesus whether the plight of a man born blind was caused by his parent's
sin or his own (see John 9).5

Therefore, Bierle stresses that when the paralyzed man was brought to Jesus the teachers

of the law saw a man who was suffering because of his sins. Jesus took this occasion to

show visibly, to their satisfaction, that He could remove the man's sin, namely by healing

him. Logically, if the presence of sin caused the disease, the removal of the disease

would prove that the sin that caused it had also been removed. If this is what Jesus had in

mind, it does not mean that He shared the teacher's faulty premise.6 And yet, though

Jesus occasionally condemned attitudes that demanded to see miraculous signs (see Luke

1l:29 and Mark 8:11), here one observes what seems to be a remarkable condescension

on His part. It looks as if Jesus definitively proves to these teachers that He was indeed

who He claimed to be-even based on their own faulty premises and reasoninglT

There are times when Jesus' miracles appear to have been done prirnarily to show His

opponents how unreasonable and culpable their unbelief was (see Luke I l:14-23,MatI

ll'20-24 and 12:22-31). The evidence of the miracles performed a harsh, bruising

action, meant to hit with the force of a hammer and intending to shatter. At the same

time, there are examples, as above, where the miracles accompanying the preached

message seem to have been done to help bring people to faith by means of a more gentle

' D.. Don Bierle, Sur-prised by Faith (Lynnwood, WA., Emerald books,1992) 51 ,52.

6 Perhaps the false doctrine the teachers of the law held was what caused Jesus to ask, "Why do you
entertain evil thoughts in your hearts?"

7 Bierle, 5 1,52.
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bruising or nudging. One gets this impression in John 20:30,31 (see also Matt. ll:26,

and Mark 8:27-3.1), which reads, "Jesus did many other miraculous signs in the presence

of his disciples... these are written that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ..." A

fine example of Jesus'putting this into practice can be seen in John l0 where Jesus urges

the Jews: "Do not believe me unless I do what my Father does. But if I do it, even

though you do not believe me, believe the miracles, that you may know and understand

that the Father is in me, and I am in the Father" (v 37,38). Jesus also says to Philip later

on, "Believe in me when I say that I am in the Father and the Father is in me; or at least

believe on the evidence of the miracles themselves" (John l4: I I ). Jesus' response to

John the Baptist in Luke 7: 18-23, and "doubting Thomas" in John 20:19-29 were

mentioned in the opening chapter. In both examples Jesus provides evidence for the

doubting and skeptical followers. To John, who wanted to know for sure if Jesus was

really the Messiah, Jesus pointed out the miracle behind His miracles-they were signs

that fulfilled the Old Testament prophecies (see Luke 4:16-21). To Thomas, who in spite

of trustworthy eyewitness testimony still doubted, Jesus showed remarkable patience and

willingness to condescend. One could argue Jesus' providing evidence for these men is

not so significant because both men in a sense were already believers. And yet, as has

been shown, He was willing to provide evidence to the teachers of the law and other

Jews. Though many of them may have remained stubborn-even to the point of rejecting

a messenger risen from the dead (see Luke 16:31)8, Jesus still appeared quite eager and

t Afte. the resurrection, Jesus seems to have appeared only to those who already were believers-with
the exception of the Apostle Paul (see Acts l0:40,41). This and other observations in this paragraph taken
from Glen Zweck, "The Significance of Philosophy for Confessional Training in and Ecumenical Age",
Evaneelium Gospel 3, June, August, 1986: 78-95.
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earnest about securing these people's place in His kingdom. And this is true not only of

Jesus, but His apostles as well.

For the apostles, an important part of their witness was the lact that they were

eyewitnesses, a requirement of being an apostle (Acts l :21-22). Their comments show

how much importance was attached to this. Luke, at the beginning of his gospel, writes,

Many have undertaken to draw up arl account of the things that have been

fulfilled among us, just as they were handed down to us by those who
from the first were eyewitnesses and servants of the word. Therefore,
since I myself have carefully investigated everything from the beginning,
it seemed good also to me to write an orderly account for you... (Luke
1:1-4)

The Apostle John writes this description of the disciple's experiences with Jesus Christ,

That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have

seen with our eyes, which we have looked at and our hands have
touched-this we proclaim concerning the Word of life. The life
appeared; we have seen it and testify to it, and we proclaim to you etemal
life, which was with the Father and has appeared to us. We proclairn to
you what we have seen and heard, so that you also may have lellowship
with us (I John 1-3a).

Finally, II Peter 1:16 says, "We did not follow cleverly invented stories when we told you

about the power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but we were eyewitnesses of his

majesty." And yet, important as it is that these apostles were eyewitnesses of His

majesty, it was not so much the bodily proof of the risen Christ that propelled them to

preach with great boldness and confidence, but rather the power of the Holy Spirit.

Upon receiving God's Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost and being filled on

subsequent occasions (see Acts 4:31), the first Christians preached, with remarkable

boldness, the Gospel message-the fact that Jesus had been crucified and raised for the

forgiveness of the world's sins. From the beginning the apostles' Gospel, what Acts 8:25
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calls the good news about Jesus, was inextricably connected, or more accurately-rooted,

in actual historical occurrences that had been predicted beforehand. In the first few

chapters of the book of Acts, Peter boldly preaches, "God has raised this Jesus to life, and

we are all witnesses of the fact" (Acts 2:32), "You killed the author of life, but God

raised him from the dead. We are witnesses of this" (Acts 3:15), and "this is how God

fulfilled what he had foretold through all the prophets, saying that his Christ would

suffer. Repent..."(Acts3: l8,l9a). Andonereadsoftheapostlesthat"withgreatpower

[they] continued to testify to the resurrection of the Lord Jesus, and much grace was upon

them all" (Acts 4:33). For Peter and the rest of the apostles, the Gospel of Jesus Christ

brought real peace and comfort because God had actually stepped into human history in

the flesh. And in an important apologetic note for today, these men boldly proclaimed

that truth in the very city that had Jesus crucified. Don Bierle notes the significance of

this:

...if there was any fabrication or departure from the facts about Jesus on

Peter's part, it would be inconceivable that 3000 would respond in
repentance and faith to a person they knew to be a fraud or product of
Peter's imagination. If Peter knew his statements about Jesus were false,

surely he was smart enough to leave Jerusalem and go where people had

no firsthand knowledge of Jesus. But Christian teaching about Jesus was

successful where the people were in the best position to demonstrate its
possible historical falsehood.e

e Bierle, 42. Bierle on the same page also quotes F.F. Bruce who says, "the disciples could not alford to

risk inaccuracies (not to speak of willful manipulation of the facts), which would at once be exposed by
those who would be only too glad to do so" , F.F. Bruce, The New Testament Documents: Are They
Reliable? (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1960) 15. He then adds, "No legend is known to have

developed within the same generation as the events and the persons themselves." And in a footnote to this
statement he says, "Julius Miller's critique of D.F. Strauss'theory that the gospel accounts are mere
legends has never been answered: 'Most decidedly must a considerable interval of time be required for
such a complete transformation of a whole history by popular tradition, when the series of legends are

formed in the same territory where the heroes actually lived and wrought. Here one cannot imagine how
such a series oflegends could arise in an historical age, obtain universal respect, and supplant the historical
recollection of the true character and connecting of their heroes' lives in the minds of the community, if
eyewitnesses were still at hand, who could be questioned respecting the truth of the recorded marvels.
Hence, legendary fiction, as it likes not the clear present time, but prefers the mysterious gloom of grey
antiquity, is wont to seek a remoteness of age, along with that of space, and to remove its boldest and more
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And yet Peter and the other first apostles were not the only ones who uncomproniisingly

and tenaciously connected the Gospelmessage with real-life events. The book of Acts

records the deeds of another apostle who showed such a tendency-the Apostle Paul.

Paul could not have more closely linked the important connection between the

Christian faith and objective historical data when he said, "if Christ has not been raised,

ourpreaching is useless and so is your faith" (I Cor. l5:14). While Paul's message

stayed the same, one notes how this apostle used different approaches to deal with

different kinds of audiences. When Paul dealt with the devout, God-fearing Jews to

whom he went to first, he began discussing the Gospel message from a context that they

were familiar with-the Scriptures. Acts 17:2,3 tells of how Paul "reasoned with them

from the Scriptures, explaining and proving that the Christ had to suffer and rise from the

dead." On another occasion, "he vigorously refuted the Jews in public debate, proving

from the Scriptures that Jesus was the Christ" (Acts 18:28). When Paul spoke before the

leaders Festus and Agrippa, who was familiar with the prophets, he said that what he was

saying was "true and reasonable..." and that "none of fthese things] has escaped fthe

king's] notice, because [they were] not done in a corner" (Acts 26:25,26). On the other

hand, when addressing Gentiles who were unfamiliar with the Scriptures, Paul relied

more on evidences from the creation-the natural knowledge of God (Rom. l:20). This

is seen when Paul tactfully works to introduce Jesus to the Greeks in Athens. Only after

discoursing about the "unknown God" and men's seeking hearts is Paul ready to say, "he

has given proof. . .to all men. . . [that he will judge the world with justice by the man he

rare and wonderful creations into a very remote and unknown land." Julius Muller, The Theory of Myths.
in its Application to the Gospel Histor_y. Examined and Confuted (London: John Chaprnan, 1844) 26,
quoted in William Craig, The Son Rises (Chicago, Moody Press, I 98 I ), l0 L
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has appointed] by raising him from the dead" (Acts l7:31).'0 The lesson leamed from the

Apostle Paul is simple: When calling all people to repent and believe the Gospel, be sure

to show you care'l by starting where the people are-not only physically, but

conceptually as well. I 2

It should also be noted that the apostles, while pointing to the clear evidence regarding

Jesus Christ's death and resurrection, also would, like Jesus (see Acts 2:22), occasionally

provide additional evidence and confirmation in the form of signs and wonders. Peter

told a crippled man "In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, walk" (Acts 3:6). Acts

5:12 states, "The apostles performed many miraculous signs and wonders among the

people". The deacon, "Stophen, a man full of God's grace and power, did great wonders

and miraculous signs among the people" (Acts 6:8). Another deacon, Philip, did great

signs and miracles (Acts 8:6,7,13). When Peter said to the man Aenas, "Jesus Christ

heals you. Get up and take care of your mat", all those in the area who saw him turned to

the Lord (Acts 9:35), and when he healed Tabitha and it became known all over Joppa,

many people believed in the Lord (Acts 9:42). The book of Acts also gives accounts of

how Barnabas' and Paul's message was confirmed with miraculous signs and wonders

(Acts 14:3). And there are many more examples as well. In the days of the apostle's

preaching, people who rejected the message of the Gospel not only failed to acknowledge

the evidence surrounding Jesus Christ's life, death, and resurrection, but also failed to

l0 Interestingly, Paul neglects to mention the cross in this proclamation.

rr All people should be eager to learn the truth when it is presented, and also, how to clearly discern
falsehood, but the proverb, "they don't care how much you know until they know how much you care"
seems to be true of many, if not most people. Perhaps only when we are in desperate need and ready to try
anything do we not care whether others care.

r2 Chuck Colson and Nancy Pearson,2T-29.
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acknowledge the clear evidences seen in the signs and wonders that accompanied their

words.

As to what this means for today's messengers of the Gospel, the historical facts

surrounding Jesus' life, death, and resurrection, and if need be, evidence for God's

existence, must still be used extensively and wisely (see Rom I :18-20, Acts l7:31). They

ought to be used both with lhose who reject the message and with those who do not seem

to understand that it is not a false myth with formative power, but a description of actual

truths anchored in real-life history-anchored in reality. How might this be applied to

specific witnessing opportunities? Being a Christian witness is a lifelong process that

involves all manners of personal, interactive, and unpredictable situations. Each

opportunity requires a unique approach. One important thing to note in general, is that it

is good to know something about what an individual believes-about their particular

worldview. One should not presume that an individual necessarily believes what their

f,amily, religious group, culture, or nation typically believes. Also, among other issues of

motivation, it is possible that one may be inclined to approach individuals as projects,

meaning relationships become reduced to a means to an end. In considering Paul's words

about love in I Cor. 13, it would seem that if an individual has become a project,

evangelism has become an idol. Oftentimes, the strongest witness may simply be one of

offering our presence. Taking these concerns and other factors into account, one will find

out what individual's beliefs and questions might be through everyday events and

conversation.l3 By seeking to understand where they stand in regards to their ideas and

'' When talking to people about matters presented in Scripture, it is important to realize and note that
belief that the Bible is, in all respects, true, is an artrcle of'faith. -fheretbre, 

rt plobably wrll not do rluch
goodtoquoteBibleversesinordertoconvinceanunbelieverofthetruth. Ifonewhoisfamiliarwiththe
claims of Christianity and is actively believing that when they die they will simply "go to the ground", it
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concepts, the Christian is better able to know how best to lovingly guide thenr to the

center of the Christian faith-Jesus Christ. 'o Upon sharing the Gospel only to se e it

rejected, it might also be necessary to ask questions and listen carefully to answers to

determine whether the Gospel has been truly understood. Eventually, upon further

rejection, one may have to ask what evidence the unbeliever would find satisfactory in

order to acknowledge that Jesus Christ was who He claimed to be. After all, though it

would be valid to show them how their own beliefs and views cannot adequately explain

reality and that their unbelief is in fact, unreasonable, God, as it has been mentioned, has

been known to mercifully condescend.

While discussing God's condescending, it should also be noted that some have pointed

out quite that the idea that miracles died out in the age of the apostles is a fallacy, at least

in the minds of most within the Church throughout the ages.'t Th" author merely points

this out (see John l4 12 and the "everything" in Matt. 28:19,20), and mentions that Jesus

certainly defended the faith by means of His miracles, which one can reasonably label an

apologetic.'u Since the term apologetics is not traditionally used in this sense though, this

matter can be explored more fully at another time.

would seem that they are actively disbelieving the claim of the Scriptures that there is a God who will
judge. In such a situation, one might be wise to discuss and question using the natural knowledgc olGod.

ra Marvin Olasky writes: "The key to...evangelism...is the willingness to be rejected and the assurance

to be polite. Rejection is not defeat; seeds may be dormant for years, but God is at work with His own
timing. Politeness--not pushing too hard when rejection is apparent--also stems from confidence in Christ.
His action, not our strategy or intensity, changes lives. He confronts us with the truth, which many of us

initially despise." "Two Halves", World, 2 March, 2002,62.

l5 Most who believeGod still does miracles such as healing today point out that those who argue against
this inevitably argue from their lack of experience. One can find several quotations from the Church
Fathers saying that miracles still occurred in their days. Irenaeus and Augustine are two the author is

familiar with.

t6 Zweck,'/8-95
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ln conclusion, one can see that the discipline of apologetics has always been a part and

parcelof witnessing to the truth of the living God. One sees Paul testifying to the truths

of natural theology to the Romans (see Rom. I and 2) and to the Creeks of Atliens (scc

Acts 17). And one sees from the proclamation of Christ and the apostles that Jesus

Christ's humble birth, perfect life, innocent death, and glorious resurrection lor the

world's salvation is inextricably linked to historic space-time acts and facts. As will be

discussed more in the next chapter, it seems that history itself pronounces the Gospel,

bringing to all an intelligible description of Christ's words and deeds. Though the Bible

may certainly be seen as a holy book that belongs to Christ's church, the books of Luke

and Acts, by their own admission, are history books as well. These books essentially lay

claim to the facts set forth in one of the first Christian creeds, recorded in I Corinthians

15:3-5: "...thatChristdiedforoursinsaccordingtotheScriptures,thathewasburied,

that he was raised on the third day according to the Scriptures, and that he appeared to

Peter, and then to the Twelve..." Given a clear presentation of this historically-based

message and its power to save all who believe, those who do not believe stand before the

Lord without an excuse (see Acts l7:31).17 In their witnessing, Christians are to be

people who first and foremost realize that the Gospel message does not lie in the realm of

myth, a nice story, or wishful thinking, but rather in the realm of solid, undeniable,

historical fact.r8 As each, like the Apostle Paul, strives to meet blood-bought people

l7 Presuppositionalist John Frame writes: "Even Christians, I suspect, when we turn away from the

specific question of the truth of Scripture, find it hard to imagine how we might find ourselves believing the

report of a miracle that' we did not experience ourselves. And such verification is all the more difficult
when all the reports come from ancient documents.", quoted in Cowan 137. Frame's appeal sounds quite
reasonable and will be discussed more in the following chapter. However, it must not be considered apart
from the Apostle Paul's clear words in Acts 26:28, and especially Acts I7:3L

18Again,thescopeofthistreatiseisnottodoapologetics. However,therearemanyapologistswho
have attempted to demonstrate through various means how the resurrection of Jesus Christ is the most
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where they are at, may the utter truth and reasonableness (insofar as it is historical) of this

message give them an even greater boldness and conviction then they had before... so

that "[the] Prince and Savior...might give repentance and forgiveness of sins to [the true]

Israel" (Acts 5:31).

reasonable explanation ofthe available data. Again, it is not necessarily evidence beyond a shadow ofa
doubt, but evidence beyond a reasonable doubt. Therefore, there are certainly reasons to believe and laith
can be reasonably said to be founded on fact.
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CHAPTER 4

TRUE AND RBASONABLE.-THE PROPER USE OF REASON

He has given proof...to all men by raising him from the dead.
The Apostle Paul, Acts 17:3 I

This life-giving Gospel or good News is neither irrational gibberish nor magical incantations, but an
intelligible message about God Incarnate, and is there fore by definition inextricably anchored to space-tinre
acts and facts...Faith's assent to the facts and truths of the Gospel is not-as in the case of false religions-
an arbitrary, and therefore superstitious, "leap into the dark", but a sober, responsible beliefresting on
adequate and appropriate evidence.

Kurt Marquart, Facts. Faith, and Proof. I I Theses on Apoloseticsr

[The message of the cross is foolishness to unbelievers because] it is a mark of them that perish not to
recognize the things which lead to salvation.

St. John Chrysostom, 5tl' century pastor and theologian2

Some say it is not a scientific position to consider a resurrection from the dead

because such phenomena are never observed in ordinary life experience. Christian

apologist John Warwick Montgomery freqllently says that such an attitude is akin to an

old farmer who, seeing a giraffe, covers his eyes and says, "There ain't no such thing!"

The point is clear: When people face something that goes beyond of goes outside of their

ordinary life experience, they can either expand their understanding of the total life

experience, or like an ostrich, stick their head in the ground.3

I 
Quoted in Glen Zweck, "The Significance of Philosophy for Confessional Training in an Ecumenical

Age", Evangelium Gospel 3, June, August, 1986: 78-95.

2 
Quoted in Wallerstedt, Alan, ed., The Orthodox Stud)' Bible (Nashville, Tennessee: Thomas Nelson

Publishers, 1993) 378.

3 The examples of human beings not being open to discovering more about the reality that sun ounds
them are many. In addition to corrunents about ostriches, there are remarks about dead men bleeding after
all, emperors with no clothes, and the particular temptations of scholars to live in the ivory tower. In
addition, there is the interesting story about the discovery of the platypus, the finding that almost everyone
initially believed was a hbax. However, some would not find Montgomery's illustration fair or convincing,
feeling strongly that a resurrection from the dead occurring almost two thousand years ago is implausible
and unworthy of consideration from the outset. For example, Wendy Kaminer, writing in the skeptic
journal Free Inquiry, states: "Why should it be socially acceptable to make fun of psychics and notpriests'i
What's the difference between crossing yourself or hanging a mezuzah outside your door and avoiding
black cats? Believing that you've been abducted by aliens or that Elvis is alive is, on its face, no sillier than
believing that Christ rose from the dead or that God parted the Red Sea so that Moses and his followers
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Over the last couple hundred years, a formidable number of intellectuals have

attempted to disprove the Christian faith only to become fervent believers in the risen

Christ.a [n most situations, the story is similar. They come to realize that the resurrection

of Jesus Christ is central to the Christian faith, and so, going for the jugular, attempt to

discount it. Instead, they find upon close examination that the Biblical documents are

well-accounted for (bibliographical test), historically reliable (external evidence test),

remarkably consistent (intemal evidence test), and display remarkable candidness.5 In

the end, what the Scriptures would attribute to the Holy Spirit's working through sinful

people's minds, these people become convicted that the explanation that best fits all the

facts is that the resurrection of Christ actually happened.6 For them, to conclude

might traverse it." (Fall 1999):46. In a similar fashion, Christian apologist Kelly Clark states, "Accepting
a hypothesis on the basis ofthe evidence requires not only that the hypothesis in question explain the data
(better than any competitors), it must also be plausible; it must have some significant likelihood
independent of the evidence. Sometimes, even when we don't have a better explanation of the evidence, it
is more rational to reject the best explanation on the grounds of implausibility. Indeed, most of us regularly
dismiss claims that we find wildly implausible, not due to careful consideration of the evidence, but simply
because we judge them antecedently improbable. We do this with reports of UFO sightings, many reports
of miracles and magic, and with tales of ghosts and dragons.", in Steven B. Cowan, ed., Five Views on
Apologetics (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 2000) 140. To counter Clark, one might
first ask why the unlikely event would ever be considered the best explanation. Second, one could ask
whether the proximity, the amount of, and the character of the witnesses might to any extent influence
plausibility. Third, one may challenge Clark's contention that "experiential evidence may prove
sufficiently powerful to swamp the judgement of antecedent implausibility", (in Cowan l4) by asking what
he thinks the nature of the source from outside of ourselves would have to be in order to provide
convincing experiential evidence. In any case, one is urged to keep an open mind while carefully
considering the following paragraphs and also keeping in the forefront the Apostle Paul's comments in Acts
17:31and26:28.

o Some of the more well-known include C.S. Lewis, Frank Morrison, John Warwick Montgomery, and

Josh McDowel.

5 These tests are the regular tests used in historical studies. The candidness includes such honest
admissions as frightened, confused, and unfaithful disciples (the disciples, bold later, seem to be the last
people expecting a resurrection), women as the first resunection witnesses (a woman's testimony counted
for nothing in those dayS), and the sufferings of Jesus Christ and those who followed Him (surely a sign of
cursing, not blessing, in the Jewish and any other religion).

u Kelly Clark makes an interesting observation related to the way these individuals came to faith:
"...belief in God is more like belief in a person than belief in a scientific theory...Somehow the scientific
approach--doubt first, consider all of the available evidence, and believe later--seems woefully inadequate
or inappropriate to personal relations. What seems manifestly reasonable for physicists in their laboratory
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otherwise would be to stick one's head in the sand. They would completely understand

and endorse the Apostle Paul's words spoken to Festus regarding the historical events

concerning Jesus of Nazareth: "l am not insane. ..Wut I am suying is true and

reasonable. The king is familiar with these things, and I can speak freely to hirn. I am

convinced that none of this has escaped his notice, because it was not done in a corner"

(Acts26:25,26, italics author's). Indeed, the Apostle Paul and the rest of Christ's

disciples claimed that the person of Jesus Christ, His many words and actions, and His

resurrection from the dead were utterly historical. Significantly, Paul also said, "He has

given proof. . .to all men by raising him from the dead" (Acts I 7:31). Though there may

be much that human reason cannot and is not meant to grasp, these are not unsearchable

divine mysteries-but matters of clear historical fact, accessible to people everywhere.T

It seems clear that the Apostle Paul would say that it is not only the evidence of Christ's

creation that declares us to be "without excuse", (Rom. I : 18-20), but the evidence of

Christ's resurrection as well.8

In spite of this, even many Christians do not embrace the wisdom found in the Apostle

Paul's asseftions. Some, in a rather anti-intellectual flashion, ntight say they sirnply

is desperately deficient in human relations. Human relations demand trust, commitment, and faith. If
belief in God is more like belief in other persons than belief in atoms, then trust that is appropriate to
persons will be appropriate to God. We cannot and should not arbitrarily insist that the scientific method is
appropriate for every kind of human practice. The fastidious scientist who cannot leave the demand for'

evidence in the laboratory will find herself cut off from relationships that she could otherwise reasonably
maintain--with friends, family, and even God.", in Cowan 212,273. The author agrees with everything that
Clark says and believes the contents of this treatise actually affirm and do not counter his statements. Not
believing in God is certainly inappropriate, and this is what evidential apologetics aims to show.

t So-e translations re'ad "assurance" or "good reason" in the place of "proof', but considering the
convicting nature of Paul's speech, the translation "proof'seems much nrole appropriate.

t Some may counter that we live in an age two thousand years removed from Paul. However, those in
Athens were separated from the historical events ofthe resurrection by significant physical distance, and
time as well as Christ's resurrection had occurred in the recent past.
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believe and do not need any l-ristorical evidences to bolster their faith. Perhaps these

Christians might say they know He lives within their hear1, while not considering that

others who desperately need to hear the truth of the Gospel might benefit from such

historical evidence.e Moreover, many times those who hold such a view are willing to let

their faith life and intellectual life exist in separate spheres. Ironically, sometimes even

non-Christians have stronger convictions about this sin of compartmentalization than

these Christians do. Still others believe that the unbeliever's reason is completely

darkened, and presenting evidence that the faith is founded on fact will not matter.

Finally, many declare that Christianity is essentially against the wisdom of the world, and

hence, apologetics and reason are basically worlhless.'o They marshal these powerful

quotations from the Apostle Paul towards the Corinthian believers: "For Christ did not

send me tobaplize, but to preach the Gospel-not with words o1'human wisdom, lest tlie

cross of Christ be emptied of its power" (l Cor. I :17), and,

For the message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, but
to us who are being saved it is the power of God... Where is the wise man?
Where is the scholar? Where is the philosopher of this age? Has not God
made foolish the wisdom of the world? (l Cor. 1:18,20)

e And yet a Clu'ist-like life is perhaps the greatest evidence for the Gospel.

'o "The charge is indeed valid that in our efforts to lead the present unbelieving generation back to faith
we make no attempt to demonstrate to the world the harmony of faith with science. But we see no reproach
in this charge; rather we glory in it, and we will not, by the grace of God, permit anyone ever to rob us of
this glorying. For we are very certain that it is not possible to help the present apostate world with the lie
that the divinely revealed truth is in perfect accord with the wisdom of the world; only the preaching of the
divine foolishness, of the old unaltered Gospel, can help the world...A person who has been won fbr
Christianity by showing him that Ch-r'istianity can pass the sharpest probe of science is not yet won; hrs
faith is no faith." , C.F.W. Walther, in Francis Peiper Christian Dogmatics. vol. I (St. Louis, MO:
Concordia Publishing House, 1951) 164. And yet, Francis Peiper later says : "Arguments of reason,
historical arguments, etc., can also be of service in the conversion of a person by inducing those outside the
Church to read or hear the Word of God itself and so come to faith in the Word by the operation of the
Holy Ghost through the Word.", Peiper 3l l.
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Though one may quote extensively from the first two chapters of I Corinthians, Paul's

statements to Festus and the crowd in Athens casts a doubt on the idea that the case

against reason is clear-cut. As Montgomery reminds us with his statement about the

farmer and the giraffe, people are often antagonistic to new experiences and ways of

looking at things-and this goes for stubborn theologians as well. "Don't confuse me

with the facts-my mind is made up", the statement goes. This chapter is an earnest

appeal to reject such attitudes and to examine the case for reason anew. As one will see,

it is one precisely concerned about the facts.

First, one must draw a distinction between a fact by itself, and the interpretation of

that fact. A fact is a fact. It is a fact that you, the reader, have a heart that beats within

your chest. Though you are unable to see it, one does not need to open your rib cage in

order to demonstrate this fact. Until a contrary case featuring a person without an actual

heart is demonstrated, the probability that one has a heart is known to be one hundred

percent. In such a case, no interpretation of any kind is called for. Likewise, because of

scientific discoveries in the field of geneticsl', it can be asserted with confidence that

you, the reader, have genes that contain the blueprint for producing a heart. 
l2 Again, this

" These discoveries have been arrived at through rigorous testing using the scientific method. They are
repeatable, and can be perceived, understood, and performed by people ofdifferent backgrounds. They can
also be shown to be true through various kinds of tests. For someone who has an understanding of this to
say that these discoveries cannot be shown to be one hundred percent accurate indicates an extreme level of
skepticism people simply do not employ in their everyday lives.

r2 To further clarify: On the other hand, it cannot be asserted with certainty that any specific reader has

a specific gene that is responsible for a specific genetic disease that could appear in the future. Now, one
enters the realm of probabilities. If we are talking about the specific gene that causes cystic fibrosis,
roughlywhatpercentage'ofthepopulationhasit? Alepeopleofdifferentethnicbackgloundsmoreorless
susceptible? What is the specific family history of each reader'? These are some of the questions that
would need to be asked. At the same time, if any specific reader knew they had the gene for cystic fibrosis
because of testing or the presence of clearly known symptoms, all talk about probabilities would be
meaningless. Thesimplefactofitsexistencecouldnotbedisputed. Similarthoughtscouldbestatedabout
the nature ofa lottery, although there are fewer backglound questions that would need to be consideled.
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requlres no interpretations whatsoever, but is a simple matter of fact. One might ask

what this has to do with reason and the Christian faith, evangelism, and apologetics. The

reader is urged to be patient, because these things will become more clear as the chapter

progresses. Now consider the case of a dinosaur bone. Fist of all, the bone can be said to

be a factual object, of a particular hardness and shape'3, before any interpretation comes

into play. One might also argue convincingly that one could reasonably determinela the

chemical makeup of the object by using trusted scientific procedures.'5 This too, would

still be in the realm of fact alone. One could conceivably argue that interpretation begins

when one, on the basis of common, everyday human experience, deduces that at one

point in time, a living creature of some kind made use of such an object as its skeleton.

Most people would not dispute such an interpretation. But most people are not pleased to

end interpretations so quickly. Some would assert that the bone must be millions of years

old. Why would a person deduce this? Most likely, because they believe for some

reason that the rock layers in which the bones were found are of a similar age.t6 On the

other hand, some Christians would assert that God put the bones there to test us.l7 And

13 Perhaps the shape of the bone, its length, thickness, etc., would be measured by the English or metric
system, but this does not matter. So long as there is a commonly agreed way of measuring, this is what is
important. Again, no interpretation is involved here.

'o Admittedly there will be a certain margin of experimental error, but this must not detract from the fact
that the experiments can be peribrmed and tested in various ways, are repeatable, and ale thereby able to
arrive at a reasonable estimate.

ls One could test the bones composition using other chemicals. Chemists have long known that
chemical reactions operate accordir.rg to strict mathematical ratios. Again, this can be shown through
repeatable and different kinds of experimental observation.

16 Perhaps they are relying on certain dating methods, some which are more readily acceptable to the
scientific community at large than are others.

't If God put such bones there to test the faith of Cll'istians, one might ask why some Christians figlit so

hard against the theory of evolution. Logically, could they not consider whether He used the theory oi'
evolution to test their faith as well? This would not be an option to many Christians, because when given a
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why would one deduce this? Most likely, because they somehow see the dinosaur's

existence as something they have a difficLrlt time reconciling with their understanding of

God's word. This paragraph is not meant prirnarily to highlight the science-religion

debate, but rather to clearly show that both of the previous two interpretations go beyond

what can be clearly deduced by natural reason. Both of these interpretations are arrived

at because people have chosen to reason frorn certain premises that are not obvior-rs to the

opposing side.

lnstances like this are found in all kinds of everyday events as well. Popular Christian

author Philip Yancey recalls an example of an event and interpretation he heard some

seminarians j oke about :

A man steps from a curb and narrowly misses being hit by a speeding car.
"Providence was looking out for him," says an obseryer. A day later the
man steps from the same curb and this time gets hit. After long months he
recovers from serious injuries. "lsn't it marvelous how God spared him?"
the observer remarks. Later, he steps from the same curb, is hit again, and
this time dies from the injuries. "Well, God saw fit to take him home."l8

Though the interpretations of what occurred in heaven may vary, one thing is certain in

each situation: the man stepped off the same curb three tirnes, and had various types of

encounters with an automobile. Certainly, such a statement can reasonably be seen to lie

not in the realm of interpretation, but of fact.le Now, a few statements can be made about

choice between the seemingly contradictory facts of God's world and the facts of God's word, they will
inevitably choose the latter!

't Philip Yancey, Reaching for the Invisible God (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing Ilouse
2000) 64.

le Clearly one might be mistaken in their accounts of historical events. A person's trustworthiness,
motives, willingness to see beyond their boxes, limits of perception, and possibly other factors must be

taken into account. Nevertheless, though "no one sees the same sunset" in a sense, the activities of the sun

do not vary according to the power ofpeople's observations.
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how this relates to reason and Christianity. First, the author believes that it is a n-ristake

for Christians to feel that the facts of life-the basic needs they and others have, the

creatures and objects that surround them, etc. are somehow less real or important than the

word of God as found in the Bible. Seeing as the whole of creation is held together by

His powerful word, both realities should not be set against one another. Some may

wonder about this poir-rt, but consider the following situation: A dedicated believer is

snow-bound in a cabin, temperatures are dropping rapidly, and the only thing he has to

burn is a box of Bibles. With his life at stake, would it be an evil act to burn the Bibles?

Surely not! On the other hand, if one is being asked to burn a Bible to demonstrate their

denial of Christ, the situation would be entirely different.20 Second, this author believes

that vestiges of this kind of unhealthy book veneration have blinded sirrcere Christians to

the crucial differences surrounding the facts of the incarnation of Christ lrom the

interpretations of the incarnation of Christ. For example, in an article entitled, "History a

Proof for the Christian Faith?", the author concludes that "without the interpretive word

lmeaning the Scriptures] the history lof Jesus Christ] would not lead to faith, but onlyto

bewilderment. History witliout tl-re word leads to the Deus ubsconditu.s fhidden God]; He

becomes revelatus only when he speaks." From the rest of the article, one can see the

author views the entire problem hinging on the matter of the Bible's authority and

to Ho* easy it is for one to venerate a Holy Book, or paper authority over an actual living. Holy Persott,

or people authority. Is it much easiel to mar.ripulate papel than rt rs real people rvhen tt comes to plulllutrrlg
one's own concepts and ideas. For this reason, the author admittedly has a new skepticism about Scripture

alone or even pure doctrine/cor.rf-ession thinking. Luther said, "The Word is not created by the church. The

church is created by the Word. How can we know where the church is if we do not hear her preaching and

the testimony of the Spirit." One might well ask through whom the Word and the preaching comes'i Does

it not now come through Jesus, the Word made flesh, and the members ol His body'? It seems to be a

confusing "chicken or the egg'/" question with no simple solution.
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inerrancy.2' But one does not need to go any furtherthan the book of Luke to see that

though it is included in the canon of the Bible, it at the same time claims to be a book of

history.22 Its author was extremely concemed that his works, Luke and Acts, were

historically accurate documents, something that has actually been vindicated in modern

times.23 Taking this into consideration, it is true that until recent times, history could

only be known by means of people, who may or may not have been reliable, reporting

events in the languages of their time. The question is to what extent the words Luke used

to report the events are an interpretation of actual history. Luke's gospel does not discuss

Christ's life like the Apostle Paul does. Paul interprets Jesus' life from a Divine,

heavenly perspective, whereas Luke makes it clear that he is a reporter of earthly events.

However, some may reasonably contend that Luke, who wrote from his own perspective,

was an interpreter of sorts as he chose which facts to report about Jesus Christ. And yet,

the truth remains that despite this, the crucial question is, "Did Luke present a reasonable,

accurats picture of the person of Jesus Christ, and His saving actions and words?" Or,

said another way, "Is Luke's account of the factual actions and factual words that the

2r Determining whether the Bible is inerrent or not seems to be quite a subjective process when one

considers the unknowns. Inerrency, at least, is a matter of faith.

'2 Notice Luke's introduction in Chapter l, verses l-4. Many have considered the ideas that Jesus Christ
never existed or that He was misrepresented by His followers. If either of the above options were to be

considered, it would also obviously mean considering that the Gospel accounts concerning Jesus Christ are

unhistorical. The book of Luke for example, which clearly purports itself as historical, would have to be a

false, misleading document. Though this may not strike the average person as a significant fact, it is
actually crucial in light of the known historical record. Based on the very methods that literary and
historical scholars use today-the principles of historiography such as the bibliographical, internal, and
external evidence test, the New Testament is actually the most reliable book of antiquity. Logically
speaking, to reject the New Testament means to reject the whole of ancient historical documents. For an
excellent discussion on this topic, see chapter 2 of Dr. Don Bierle, Surprised by Faith (Lynnwood, WA:
Emerald Books, 1992).

23 The nineteenth century British historian and archaeologist Sir Alfred Ramsey set out to displove the

book of Acts, but came to the conclusion that Luke was a top-notch historian, accurate in every historical
detail.
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person of Jesus Christ performed and said trustworthy, and therefore able to bring

salvation?"24 Would those who lived during that time find Luke to be a good reporter of

the data? These are the crucial questions that should be asked. Many have in fact asked

them and been convinced that the answer is yes.25

The author hopes that the previous paragraphs have made sense, and have displayed

good, sound reasoning in helping the reader to better recognize the important distinction

between facts and interpretations. And yet, one might ask, just what is the definition of

the theologically volatile word "reason" anyvvay? One definition is: "the ability to make

inferences, develop and judge arguments, and discover explanations."26 For those who

decry the use of reason, they should at least be aware of the fact that even learning to use

a language is a rational pursuit.2T Consider the facts that when one is born they hear

audible sounds from a parent, and yet it is not until later that one begins to deduce that

the sounds are being made in a logically coherent fashion that are able to learned and

eventually understood. In other words, the sounds do not only carry with them different

pitches indicating different emotions, but also have some logical, discernible order (note:

it is possible to have a grammatically correct, but logically incoherent sentence) that

2a It is a fact that much of what we believe and do in life we do on the basis of a trusted authority figure.
When a teacher or book tells us about the historical figure of George Washington, we trust that they are

telling the truth, and we can examine the matter more closely if we like. Likewise, it is very interesting to
note that we have to take someone's word for the fact that our names are what they arel We depend on

authorities for such information.

2s The reader is especially encouraged to look at the works of the late F.F. Bruce.

26 Bob and Gretchen Passantino, "An Abbreviated Philosophical Glossary",
http://www.answers.org/Apologetics/philglossary.html, Nov. 2000, 8.

27 The author was once asked by a pastor if preaching to someone in a language they did not understand
could bring about conversion. Certainly God can do what He wants, but would anyone doubt that there is

something suspect about such thinking that says understanding the message of Christ is not that important?
This would obviously not work in an earthly relationship.
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correspond to everyday life experience-to reality as it is perceived.2t Ar one grows in

understanding of the language, their mind begins to accommodate in order to engage in

life's social aspects-in order to communicate.2e Therefore, it naturally follows that

Christians must learn to think somewhat logically about matters of faith. Not necessarily

to ensure the survival of their own faith, but for the sake of the other ones who Christ

came to seek and save. Indeed, Christians must strive to love God with their whole mind,

even as they do their heart, soul, and strength. Using reason to understand the Christian

message has always been God's idea: "'Come now, let us reason together' says the

LORD." (Isaiah I :18).

At this point, one may ask, is there anything wrong with reason then? Do these

Christians who fight against it have any valid concern whatsoever? There is, in fact, a

reason to be cautious about reason. The danger lies in the use of the rnagisterial use o1'

reason as opposed to the ministerial use. What do these two terms mean? In short, the

ministerial use of reason functions in a servant role in helping one to understand God's

truth. Christian apologist Stephen Hein states that Martin Luther, though he believed

reason had no business interfering when it came to the Gospel, used the full force of logic

and reasoning in any defense of Biblical truth.30 In other words, reason could be used to

28 The story of the blind and deaf woman Helen Keller is a fascinating story that powerfully illustrates
these principles.

t'Kelly Clark says: "...if reason is sufficiently broadly defined, it does seem to be the best human tool
for discovering truth. Let us define reason in terms of all of a human being's truth-aimed cognitive
faculties--reasoning, inductive, perceptual, aural, memory, and so on. We can include among the
deliverances ofreason all ofour properly basic foundational beliefs--beliefs in the past, in an external
world, and so on. Of codrse, some philosophers have mistakenly restricted reason to reasoning, drawing
inferences from obviously true propositions. But the follies of this view have been unmasked. Reasoning
is sterile without the evidential input of all of our cognitive faculties. Here I (under)stand; I can do no

other.", in Cowan 261.

3o Steven A. Hein, "The Use and Abuse of Reason", Issues Etc., Audio cassette, 29 Nov, 1999.
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understand, demonstrate or defend the truth of Scripture so long as it stayed in its proper

servant role. On the other hand, in explaining the magisterial use of reason, Hein tells us

Luther essentially said, "when the principles [of reason] are put in a position of standing

in judgment over God's Word as to what it might mean to say or what might be true or

untrue in the Word"3l, reason had overstepped its boundaries. To this day, many

Lutherans insist that those in the Reformed tradition actually employ this kind of "over

and above the Word" reasoning when they asseft that one does not orally receive Christ's

body and blood in the Lord's Supper or when strict Calvinists conclude that God

predestines some to heaven and some to hell. In fact, disagreements over the proper use

of reason are a huge problem and have been responsible for numerous church splits since

the Reformation.32 The problem regarding the ministerial and magisterial use of reason

seems to be that Christians severely differ in opir-rior-r as to where one ends and the other

begins---or perhaps, where they would prefer one ends and the other begins. For

example, compare this response of Martin Luther towards Erasmus,

A Christian rather says this: I so strongly dislike the sentiments of
skeptics that, wherever the weakness of the flesh does not hinder me, I
will not only constantly, everywhere, and in all parts adhere to Holy Writ
and assert it, but I ulso desire to be as certuin as possible in molters lhut

'l This would certainly match what the author has heard Luthel taught regarding the Scripture's
authority. Yet, the following quotation from Luther is very interesting: "One must deal with and proceed
with the Scripfure properly. The Word has come into being in various ways from the beginning. One must
not only observe if it is God's Word or if God has spoken i/, but rather, to whom it is spoken, if it concerns
you or some one else. Here there is a division like summer and winter. God said much to David, and

commanded him to do this and that. But it does not apply to me...The false prophets come forward and

say: 'Dear people, this is God's Word.' It is h'ue, we cannot deny it. But r.ve are rlot the people to u,hom
He speaks." (italics author's) Otto Scheel, Luthels Stellung zuL heiligen Schrift (l'ucbingen: Molu', 1902),

43,44,quotedandtranslatedinRussell C.PLohl,Womanintl.reChurch(CrandRapids,MI: WMB
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1957) 18.

'2 Before the Reformation, there were dehnitely differences of opinion as well, though they all existed in
the "One, Holy Catholic Church". However, this holds true only if one ignores or marginalizes the Eastern

Orthodox communions.
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For what is more

with the following Erasmian (?) quotation from Philip Yancey,

Throughout church history, Christian leaders have shown an impulse to
pin everything down, to reduce behavior and doctrine to absolutes that
could be answered on a true-false test. Significantly, I do not find this
tendency in the Bible. Far from it, I find instead the m.yster.v and
uncertainty that characterize any vsl,,titnship, especially a relationship
between a perfect God and fallible human beings (italics author's)la

The author thinks these two fundamentally different opinions (personalities?) probably

illustrate the root of what drives each person's reasoning. Philip Yancey seems to say

that peace comes when one realizes that they do not have the full picture, but finds a few

certain truths to hold on to, namely the Person and work of Jesus Christ. On the other

hand, Luther, perhaps in a more extreme Western fashion, is much more adamant about

having certainty whenever possible. Surely both would insist that one's reason should

not be put above Scripture and that Scripture speaks for itself. Further, each would also

champion the notions that the Christian ought to use their enlightened reason to follow

the Scripture interprets Scripture principle and that unclear passages should be interpreted

in light of the clear. And yet, each believer seems to come at the task with a completely

33 Ewald Plaas, ed., What Luther Says (St. Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing House, 1959, 1994) 1392.

" Yancey 92. When a person is critical of a position accepted by another person and can offer no
plausible alternative other than perhaps, "lt just doesn't sound right", many automatically feel that such a

person is doing something wrong and being a pest by introducing uncertainty Or some may take it
personally, thinking suc[ a person is trying to upstage the teacher. For many, it seems that a relationship
with God is primarily like a problem to be solved, and not a mystery to be entered into (Henri Nouwen said
something like this). Really, if one trusts that they have a good and loving God no matter what their
external circumstances may tell them, what more certainty do they need? In defense of Luther's position,
perhaps the lollowing quotation regardrng doubts people might have deserves some reflection: "Stlugglers
feel noble, but sinners feel dirty."

are not necessctry and that lie outside Scripture
miserable than uncertainty? (italics author's).33
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different approach-one that perhaps even colors which verses they see as clear.15 Who

is indeed closer to the Spirit of Christ, if either? It is a difficult question lor Christians,

and one that has been asked throughout the ages. It is also a question to be pondered for

another time, as it goes beyond the scope and purpose of this paper.

Circling back to some of the original issues of this chapter, what is one to make of the

Apostle Paul's statements in the first two chapters of I Corinthians? Certainly, there is a

sense in which "God [has] made foolish the wisdom of the world" (l Cor. l:20) and "the

message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing" (I Cor. l:18). It seems

clear that the wisdom of the world is not able to comprehend, or perhaps, does not want

to comprehend, what God does on the cross of Christ. Rather, "since... the world

through its wisdom did not know hirn, God was pleased through the loolishrress of what

was preached to save those who believe" (l Cor. l:21).36 And yet, one must be careful

not to necessarily equate this wisdom of the world with reason-especially the kind of

reason or good sense Paul confronted Festus with. In reconciling this difficulty, the

authorproposes that even if an unbeliever were able to see and understand how the cross

revealing both God's perfect mercy and his perfect hatred of sin, they would still consider

the reasoning behind the cross foolishness if they cling to the world's wisdom. This is

likely because whatever reasonable and sensible solution to the problen-r of sin God might

35 It is also interesting to note that Luther, like some Church Fathers before him, did not see certain
books like James and Revelation as a part of the primary canon. He treated them like the Roman Catholic
church treats the Apocrypha today.

36 The Apostle Paul ilaimed that there was power in such a message: "l am not ashamed of the gospel,
because it is the power of God for the salvation of everyone who believes" (Romans I : 16), and "Christ

[sent] me to preach the gospel-not with words of human wisdom, lest the cross of Christ be emptied of its
power" (I Cor. I : I 7). Also, Jesus' words in John 12:32 are notable: "But I, when I am lifted up from the
earth, will draw all men to myself '. The content of the message describes the powerful, historical fact of
Christ' being lifted up.
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devise, arrogant pride will reject that solution because it wants to make the final call on

how to be saved-not God. Maybe it calls the cross "foolish" because it says it cannot

see how God could grant free mercy to those who are obviously undeserving. Maybe,

like the Jews of Jesus'day and even today, it says it cannot understand how God's

Messiah or even God Himself could suffer and die. Maybe it says it cannot fathom why

God would choose to use evil for good, working through a repulsive vehicle such as

suffering to redeem His people. Whatever sinful human pride might say, the simple lact

is that it will grasp for anything rather than grasp the truth-nor the true reason found in

the cross. Judging from experience, it may occasionally see the true reason behind God's

choosing insignificant things (the "things that are not", I Cor. l:28) to accomplish His

tasks, but in regards to salvation, it refuses to see outright. Though those in unbelief

might be able to rightly imagine a good, loving, and merciful God, His means of

providing salvation is simply too much...too foolish. Surely they, in their worldly

wisdom, would have done otherwise. It seems clear that the Apostle Paul would have

marshaled the full force of the true and reasonable facts regarding Christ's resurrection

from the dead, God's vindication of Christ, to counter such a response (see Romans l:3,4

and Acts 17:31).

Finally, it must be added that reason is necessary but not sufficient. Directed to love

God with their whole mind, Christians ought to totally embrace the facts of Jesus' birth,

life, death, and resurrection from the dead. Such wonderful truths do not belong in a

separate sphere labeled "faith life", for the very nature of faith is that it implicitly believes

that something is true and worthy of one's trust. In fact, if what one is trusting is not true,

it is a worthless faith they have indeed. The Apostle Paul insisted, "if Christ has not been
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raised, ourpreaching is useless and so is your faith". This means that if someone today

found the actual bones of Jesus Christ, which accordir-rg to God is an impossibility, the

Christian religion would collapse. When one examines the evidence surrounding Christ's

resurrection however, one begins to see how strong the evidence is for the truth of the

biblical account. It is true that it cannot be found to be a foregone logical certainty in the

same way that the statement all people have a heart. But this is because the nature of the

probabilities surrounding scientific facts and historical facts demands this. And yet, one

is impressed that in light of all the available evidence, it is seen that it is much more

likely that God vindicated the Crucified One through resurrection than any of the

proposed alternatives. This alone is the reasonable conclusion in this case where the

evidence again demands a verdict. And yet, as said above, reason is necessary, but not

sufficient. Faith, or trust, that goes beyond reason-not against it-is still necessary. For

whatever reason, experience shows that though convinced of the veracity of the

arguments, many will not believe. Some may even agree with the assertion that it is not

scientific to say something is not true without examining it, and yet, in spite of the

overwhelming evidence, choose to remain in unbelief. Even so, Lutheran apologist Rod

Rosenbladt encouragingly says that if one can be brought to this point, progress has been

made. Though they may not want to receive Christ because it "would screw up the way

they're living", they at least understand that Christianity is founded on facts, not fiction.37

In short, being convinced beyond a reasonable doubt does not mean one will

automatically believe in Jesus Christ-the various kinds of suppressions of the trLrth

wrought by sin are complex, ugly, and unreasonable things indeed.

" D.. Ron Rosenbladt, "Evidential Apologetics", Issues Etc., Audio cassette, 29 Mar., 1998
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True reasoning, from one controlled by the mind of Christ has the capability of

improving the acoustics, so that the Gospel of Jesus Christ can be clearly understood.

And yet, "One cannot convince a person to become a Christian with rational arguments,

but can only refute unbelief and remove obstacles that are preventing a person from

receiving what God wants to give."l8 Or said another way and more forcefully by

Christian apologist Craig Pafion,

All apologetics does is remove and eliminate obstacles between the
unbeliever and the cross so those obstacles are seen for what they are-
illegitimate excuses to keep a person from facing Jesus Christ and his
claims upon that person's life that they are in need of the salvation he

offers.3e

According to the Scriptures, the unconquerable facts are that Jesus Christ was born, lived,

died and rose while on this earth. a0 Again, as one will find out upon serious examination

of the evidence, there is no valid reason to reject those Scriptures as being trustworthy

and accurate in regards to the facts surrounding Jesus Christ's life and claims. The facts

of Jesus' actions and words are meant to confront each person on this planet-they speak

to our life experiences and challenge us by pointing to our glaring imperfection and the

brilliant perfection of God's Son. And again, His words are abundantly clear. As He

asked Peter and the disciples He asks each man, woman and child, "Who do you say that

I am?" All interpretations and "why" questions can and must wait-because the answer

to that question is ultimately the only one that matters. For Christ releases the captives

38 Rosenbladt, 29 Mar., 1998.

tn Craig Parton, "Evidence for the Resunection", Issues Etc., Audio cassette, 23 April, 2000.

oo One may certainly try to fight the facts about Jesus Christ. Christians ought to invite every wind of
skepticism, challenge, and argument, because by these things, the truth of the Gospel will only be made
more clear.
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through the facts of His Gospel acts. And as Christian author Max Lucado says, "God

loves you just the way you are, but He refuses to leave you that way."4l Though our

usefulness is not God's only motive in His rescuing us from sin, death, and the devil, it

cannot be denied that in living His great commission, we are His chosen means for His

means of grace, and at times, disgrace. God's children are redeemed from sin, the "empty

way of life" (I Peter l:18), for something much greater: to live as His reconciled ones,

and to be the reconcilers of the world. Embrace the wonder of this, embrace the holistic

nature of God's truth, and go in peace and serve the Lord.

ar In the Beginning the Word (Great Britain: SAM BOOKS, 1999) 63
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